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Welcome to EQuilibrium™ Housing
– a powerful national housing initiative
led by Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (CMHC) giving Canadians
housing options that are designed to be
healthy, resource- and energy-efficient,
environmentally friendly, and produce
as much energy as they consume on an
annual basis.
EQuilibrium™ Housing brings together
the private and public sectors to design
and build the next generation of
sustainable housing in Canada.
It’s about building the kind of home
you’d like to live in. For the kind of world
you’d like to live in.

ÉcoTerraTM Project, Eastman, Quebec
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To learn more about EQuilibriumTM Housing, visit www.cmhc.ca
and keyword search for EQuilibrium.
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT |
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, PLAN CANADA! Fifty years
ago, Gerald Carrothers wrote the first editorial page
for the newly-launched “Plan”, explaining the need for
a planning publication in Canada, while stressing the
importance of offering a “catholic fare, embracing a
broad range of subjects . . . suitable for public discussion.”
While Plan’s original mandate still resonates today, it is
difficult to imagine that the establishment of a planning
journal in Canada would even be questioned. In 1960,
cip had about 650 members, but by 2010 the Institute
had grown more than 10-fold. Today, 7,800 cip members
are reading Plan Canada, our flagship publication.
Like any first-rate publication, Plan Canada has
adapted to the times while maintaining its core purpose
of offering stimulating articles across the broad spectrum of planning issues. Fifty years ago, Canada was
a very different place, with just slightly over half of
today’s population. In 1960, just 58% of Canada’s
17.5 million people were living in urban areas, compared
to more than 80% today. But perhaps the most striking
difference lies in contemporary Canada’s diversity. In
1961, nearly 90% of all immigrants to Canada were born
in Europe; in 2006, nearly 80% of all newcomers were

JOYEUX ANNIVERSAIRE, PLAN CANADA! Il y a

cinquante ans, Gerald Carrothers signait le premier
éditorial d’une toute nouvelle publication baptisée Plan,
expliquant le besoin de produire un publication consacrée à l’urbanisme au Canada, tout en insistant sur
l’importance d’offrir un « véhicule catholique, englobant
une vaste gamme de sujets . . . dignes d’un débat public. »
Si le mandat original de Plan sonne encore bien
aujourd’hui, il est difficile d’imaginer que le lancement
d’une publication consacrée à l’urbanisme au Canada
puisse avoir été mis en question. En 1960, l’icu comptait
environ 650 membres, effectif qui s’est plus que décuplé
depuis. Aujourd’hui, 7 800 membres de l’icu lisent
Plan Canada, notre publication phare.
Comme toute publication de premier ordre, Plan
Canada s’est adapté pour vivre avec son temps, tout en
conservant le même fil conducteur, c’est-à-dire d’offrir
des articles stimulants abordant la vaste gamme des
sujets liés à l’urbanisme. Il y a cinquante ans, le Canada
était un endroit bien différent, comptant sur à peine
plus de la moitié de la population actuelle. En 1960, seulement 58 % des quelque 17,5 millions de Canadiens
vivaient dans des régions urbaines, comparativement
aux 80 % d’aujourd’hui. Mais la différence la plus frappante est sans aucun doute la diversité qui caractérise
le Canada contemporain. En 1961, près de 90 % de tous
les immigrants au Canada étaient nés en Europe; en

beyond—to share their knowledge and experience
on the issues of the day. Some issues, like suburban
sprawl and rapid urban growth, have persisted over
the past five decades. Others, like climate change
and food security, have only recently risen to the top
of the planning agenda.
Through it all, Plan Canada has encouraged both
academics and practitioners to share their research,
knowledge, and opinions on planning matters that we
all care about. You, as readers, have responded positively and yes, sometimes negatively, to Plan Canada’s
contents (what’s there or what’s not), but most importantly, you have demonstrated your interest and your
passion for planning through your letters, e-mails,
and survey responses. Notwithstanding the immense
pressures arising from competing sources of “instant
communication”, Plan Canada continues to be relevant. It has a worthy legacy of
thoughtful planning discourse to carry
it into the future.
Here’s to the next 50 years! N

2006, près de 80 % de tous les nouveaux arrivants
étaient nés en Asie, en Afrique ou dans les Caraïbes.
Plan Canada, surtout au cours des dernières années,
a contribué à mettre en lumière les problèmes et
les occasions qu’une telle diversité peut avoir sur
la pratique de l’urbanisme.
Il y a cinquante ans, les urbanistes canadiens étaient confrontés pour la première fois au problème de la
croissance urbaine fulgurante, y compris l’étalement
des banlieues et la pauvreté urbaine.
Si la prospérité d’après-guerre des années 1950 a stimulé la demande de voitures et de plus grandes
habitations, cette nouvelle richesse n’a pas été répartie
à parts égales entre tous les Canadiens. Pendant que
les banlieues canadiennes florissaient, plusieurs villes
faisaient face au défi de loger des nombres croissants
de familles à faible revenu et de gens âgés. En 1959,
Regent Park, à Toronto, devenait le site du premier
grand projet de rénovation urbaine au Canada. Au
même moment, la Société canadienne d’hypothèques
et de logement élargissait son champ d’activité pour y
inclure l’urbanisme et l’aménagement afin de composer avec la croissance urbaine. Voilà les types de
défis que Plan Canada abordait dans les années 1960,
et vraisemblablement durant chaque décennie depuis.
Durant ses cinquante années d’existence, Plan
Canada a servi de tribune aux urbanistes à travers le

pays et parfois même à l’étranger, leur
permettant de partager leurs connaissances et leur expérience sur les questions du
jour. Certaines grandes questions,
comme l’étalement des banlieues et la
croissance urbaine rapide, ont persisté
durant les cinq dernières décennies. D’autres problèmes
plus récents, comme les changements climatiques et la
sécurité alimentaire, occupent maintenant l’avant-plan
du quotidien de la profession.
Au fil des époques, Plan Canada a toujours incité
universitaires et praticiens à partager leurs recherches,
leurs connaissances et leurs opinions sur les questions
d’urbanisme qui nous préoccupent tous. Vous, fidèles
lecteurs, avez réagi de façon positive et, à l’occasion,
de manière négative au contenu de Plan Canada
(ce qu’on y trouve ou ce qu’on n’y trouve pas), mais
ce qui compte par-dessus tout, c’est que vous avez
manifesté votre grand intérêt et votre passion pour
l’urbanisme par le biais de vos lettres, de vos courriels
et de vos réponses à nos sondages. En dépit de l’immense pression venant des sources concurrentes de
« communication instantanée », Plan Canada
continue d’avoir sa place. La revue bénéficie d’un précieux héritage d’analyse réfléchie sur l’urbanisme qu’il
convient de perpétuer dans l’avenir.
Souhaitons à Plan Canada encore 50 ans de succès! N

MARNI CAPPE,
MCIP, RPP
cip President /
Présidente de l’icu
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born in Asia, Africa, or the Caribbean. Plan Canada,
particularly in recent years, has helped shed light on
the challenges and opportunities such diversity brings
to the planning profession.
Fifty years ago, Canadian planners were first
coming face to face with issues of rapid urban growth,
including suburban sprawl and urban poverty. While
the post-war prosperity of the 1950s fuelled the
demand for more cars and bigger houses, prosperity
was not showered equally among all Canadians.
While suburban Canada flourished, many cities were
facing the need to house increasing numbers of lowincome families and seniors. In 1959, Canada’s first
major urban renewal project was completed in
Toronto at Regent Park. At the same time, Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation expanded its
focus to include municipal planning and development
in order to deal with urban growth. These are the
sorts of planning challenges Plan Canada brought
to the fore in the 1960s, and very likely in every decade since then.
Over the course of 50 years, Plan Canada has
provided a platform for planners across Canada—and
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NIFTY AT FIFTY: A NEW
LOOK FOR PLAN CANADA
Beginning with this, our 50th Anniversary
issue, Plan Canada has a bold new look.
It’s vibrant, colourful, and a fresh beginning for the journal. Kudos go to our
designers Michel Vrana and Ingrid Paulson
for creating a modern look and feel that
will highlight the very best articles on
Canadian planning theory and practice.
The online version of Plan Canada will
also be changing, thanks to U-turn software provided by Cyan Solutions. An
interactive pdf format will soon include
additional information not available in the
print edition: slideshows, embedded video,
and links to content on the cip web site.
Log in to the members’ section of www
.cip-icu.ca to check it out. And remember,
the most important contributor to Plan
Canada is you. Send your feedback,
letters, and of course, your articles to us
at communications@cip-icu.ca. We look
forward to hearing from you.

COUNTDOWN TO
THE CIP CONFERENCE
It’s just under a month until cip’s international conference, Climate Change +
Communities: A Call to Action. This year
climate change experts from around the
globe will be gathering in Montreal to
share ideas and best practices, learn about
the latest scientific research, and network
with fellow colleagues. Our exceptional list
of keynote speakers includes: Jan Gehl,
Professor of Urban Design at the School
of Architecture at Royal Danish Academy
of Fine Arts in Copenhagen and founding
partner of Gehl Architects - Urban Quality
Consultants; Andrew Weaver, Co-winner
of the Nobel Peace Prize and Author of
Keeping Our Cool: Climate Change: The
Scale of the Problem, the Path to the Solution;
Larry Beasley, internationally acclaimed
urban planner; Wade Davis, Explorer-inResidence at the National Geographic
Society; Fatimata Dia Touré, Director of
l’Institut de l’énergie et de l’environnement
de la Francophonie (iepf); and Chantal

PLAN CANADA SOULIGNE SES
50 ANS AVEC UN NOUVEAU LOOK

Nous attendons toujours de vos nouvelles
avec impatience.

Le présent numéro de Plan Canada arbore
un nouveau look intrépide pour souligner
les 50 ans d’existence de la publication.
La revue prend ainsi un nouveau départ
avec une allure dynamique, tout en
couleur. Félicitations aux concepteurs
Michel Vrana et Ingrid Paulson qui ont su
créer une image et une atmosphère modernes qui vont mettre en lumière les
meilleurs articles consacrés à la théorie et
à la pratique de l’urbanisme au Canada.
La version en ligne de Plan Canada va
aussi changer grâce au logiciel u-turn de la
firme Cyan Solutions. Une présentation
interactive en format pdf va bientôt
inclure davantage d’information non
offerte dans l’édition imprimée : diaporamas, vidéos intégrés et liens vers du
contenu offert sur le site Web de l’icu.
Consultez la section réservée aux membres du site www.cip-icu.ca. Et n’oubliez
surtout pas que la contribution la plus
importante à la revue Plan Canada vient
de vous. Transmettez-nous vos opinions,
vos messages et, bien entendu, vos articles
à l’adresse communications@cip-icu.ca.

CONGRÈS DE L’ ICU : LE COMPTE
À REBOURS EST AMORCÉ

Il reste à peine un mois avant la tenue du
congrès international de l’icu, Changement
climatique + collectivités : un appel à
l’action. Cette année, des experts en changements climatiques du monde entier vont
se réunir à Montréal pour partager des idées
et des pratiques optimales, entendre parler
des plus récentes recherches scientifiques
dans le domaine et échanger avec des
collègues. La liste exceptionnelle de conférenciers comprend notamment : Jan Gehl,
professeur d’aménagement urbain à l’École
d’architecture de l’Académie royale des
beaux-arts de Copenhague et associé fondateur de Gehl Architects, un cabinet de
conseillers en qualité urbaine; Andrew
Weaver, co-récipiendaire du prix Nobel
de la paix et auteur de l’ouvrage Keeping
Our Cool: Climate Change: The Scale of
the Problem, the Path to the Solution; Larry
Beasley, reconnu comme étant l’un des
meilleurs urbanistes au monde; Wade
Davis, explorateur en résidence de la

Last month’s issue of Plan Canada featured
a full-colour insert with information on the
Planning for the Future (pff) Project. This

National Geographic Society; Fatimata Dia
Touré, directrice de l’Institut de l’énergie
et de l’environnement de la Francophonie;
et Chantal Hébert, collaboratrice régulière
à de nombreuses émissions d’actualité à
la télévision et à la radio en français et en
anglais et auteure de French Kiss : Le rendez-vous de Stephen Harper avec le Québec.
L’icu est ravi d’accueillir M. Jean Charest,
premier ministre du Québec, pour accepter
le prix Vision en urbanisme, ainsi que faire
une brève présentation aux délégués du
congrès. Nous sommes également heureux
d’accueillir une délégation de la Commonwealth Association of Planners (cap), qui
tiendra une réunion d’affaires juste avant
le congrès.
Il est encore temps de vous inscrire, mais
il ne faut pas tarder. Le 2 octobre approche
rapidement! Consultez la page www.plan
ningforclimatechange.ca pour obtenir tous
les détails concernant le congrès.
AU PLAISIR DE VOUS VOIR
À MONTRÉAL!

L’ICU et Le futur de l’urbanisme!
Le numéro précédent de Plan Canada comprenait un encart couleur proposant

CIP 2011 AWARDS FOR
PLANNING EXCELLENCE

The Canadian Institute of Planners’ annual
Awards for Planning Excellence honour
planning projects judged on their excellence, innovation, impact on the profession,
implementation potential, and overall presentation. Currently, there are 11 categories

de l’information sur le projet Le futur de
l’urbanisme. Ce projet est destiné à améliorer le professionnalisme par l’application
uniforme et équitable de normes de pratique rigoureuses, de même que des
politiques et des procédures d’admission à
la fois transparentes, à propos, uniformes,
adéquates et efficaces. Vous voulez sûrement en savoir davantage sur la question.
Vous n’avez qu’à consulter le site Web
www.urbanismecanada.ca pour trouver
réponse aux questions les plus courantes
et avoir accès à des rapports portant sur
les changements proposés aux normes et
aux procédures d’admission. Ultérieurement,
les membres seront appelés à voter
l’adoption des modifications au règlement
intérieur de l’icu et ses sociétés affiliées
permettant la mise en œuvre des nouvelles
normes. Aidez-nous à faire avancer la
profession d’urbaniste; tenez-vous au fait
de l’actualité et n’oubliez pas de voter le
moment venu!
PRIX D’EXCELLENCE EN
URBANISME 2011 DE L’ICU

Les prix annuels d’excellence en urbanisme
offert par l’Institut canadien des urbanistes

for these awards, each accepting submissions, which are then judged by the Awards
committee and awarded at the annual
conference.
Guidelines and entry forms in fillable
pdf format are now available online in the
“Recognition Awards” section of the cip
web site. Please be advised that the deadline for entries is Monday, January 17,
2011. All entrants are encouraged to submit
their projects well in advance of the deadline. A wintertime deadline means that
Canada Post and couriers may need some
extra time to navigate the seasonal challenges. Please be advised that the deadline
date and time is firm, and to ensure fairness, late submissions will not be
accepted, for any reason. Awards will be
presented at the cip/api Conference in July
2011 in St. John’s, Newfoundland Labrador.
Feel free to contact Bianca Spence,
Program Coordinator, Communications at
bspence@cip-icu.ca if you have any questions regarding the submission process.

honorent les projets d’urbanisme qui se
distinguent par l’excellence, l’innovation,
les incidences sur la profession, les possibilités de mise en œuvre et la qualité de la
présentation. Ces prix comptent présentement onze catégories, chacune d’entre elles
acceptant des soumissions qui sont ensuite
évaluées par le Comité des prix, et ces prix
sont remis lors du congrès annuel.
Les directives et formulaires en format
pdf à remplir sont maintenant accessibles
en ligne dans la section « Prix d’excellence
» du site Web de l’icu. La date limite des
mises en nomination est le lundi 17 janvier
2011. Tous les participants sont invités à
soumettre leurs projets bien avant la date
limite. L’échéance hivernale signifie que
Poste Canada et les services de messagerie
risquent de prendre plus de temps pour
faire leurs livraisons en raison de l’achalandage résultant du temps des Fêtes.
Veuillez noter que la date limite est ferme
et que par souci d’équité, les demandes en
retard ne seront acceptées sous aucun
prétexte. Les prix seront présentés lors du
congrès icu/iua de juillet 2011 à St. John’s,
Terre-Neuve Labrador. Si vous avez des
questions concernant la procédure de mise
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CIP IS PLANNING
FOR THE FUTURE!

initiative will enhance professionalism,
through standards that are rigorous,
consistent and fairly applied, and through
membership policies and processes that are
transparent, timely, uniform, efficient and
effective. No doubt, you’re interested in
learning more. Visit the pff web site at
www.planningincanada.ca for answers to
frequently asked questions, and to read
reports on the proposed changes to membership standards and processes. Eventually,
members will vote on the bylaw changes
required for cip and its affiliates to implement the new standards. Help us advance
the planning profession; be sure to stay
informed and remember to vote!
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Hébert, regular participant in television
and radio current affairs shows in French
and in English and author of French Kiss:
Stephen Harper’s Blind Date with Quebec.
cip is delighted to have Mr. Jean
Charest, Premier of Quebec in attendance
to accept the cip Vision in Planning Award,
as well as make a short presentation to
the conference delegates. We are also
pleased to welcome a delegation from the
Commonwealth Association of Planners,
who will be holding a business meeting
just prior to the conference.
There’s still time to register, but don’t
delay. October 2nd is fast approaching!
Visit www.planningforclimatechange.ca
for all the details.
We look forward to seeing you in
Montreal!
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OBITUARY: IN MEMORY OF
ELI COMAY, FCIP 1920–2010
After graduating from Harvard University
in 1949, where he studied city planning,
Eli held various positions with the City of
Chicago. He was with the Metro Toronto
Planning Department from 1955 to 1966
and the Planning Commissioner between
1962 and 1966.
He established a professional practice
when he left Metro in 1966, and focused
primarily on projects associated with housing, transportation, local government
reorganization, and planning legislation.
At the local level, Eli conducted studies
that led to the establishment of planning
departments in the regions of OttawaCarleton and Niagara. He participated in
the Ottawa Central Area Study, and carried
out projects for a number of municipalities
in the Greater Toronto Area.
Eli’s work with the private sector included
an appointment as planning coordinator
for the development of the Erin Mills community in Mississauga where he worked

closely with John Bousefield. Housing was
a particularly important area of practice,
and Eli was involved with several committees and task forces devoted to this issue.
He served as Chairman of the Ontario
Advisory Task Force on Housing Policy,
1972–1973. It was the report of this task
force that led to the formation of the
Ministry of Housing.
He was responsible for the formation of
the Ontario Housing Action Program, and
served as its first Director, 1973–1974. From
1981 to 1988, he was a Director of the City of
Toronto’s Non-Profit Housing Corporation,
and served as Chairman of the Cityhome
Development Committee. From 1981 to
1987, Eli was Canada’s representative on
the Bureau of the International Federation
of Housing and Planning.
He was a consultant for numerous planning studies at higher levels of government,
including the provinces of Alberta, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Ontario. His
services were made the most of during the
Royal Commission on Metropolitan

Toronto in 1976, and the Ontario Economic
Council’s study of Municipal Planning
in Ontario in 1973. He also served as
Chairman of the Ontario Planning Act
Review Committee, 1975–1977, which led
to the Planning Act of 1981.
Eli taught at York University from
1969 to 1992, and subsequently held an
appointment as Professor Emeritus in
Environmental Studies and Senior Scholar.
He became a Fellow of the Canadian
Institute of Planners in 1993, and served
as Editor of the Institute’s journal, Plan
Canada
Eli was the ultimate pragmatist, acerbic,
direct and incisive, who believed that the
ability to filter experience was what made
a good planner. He leaves a great legacy
of planners who learned from him, and
who are passing on some of the same
knowledge and wisdom. N

en candidature, n’hésitez pas à communiquer avec Bianca Spence, Coordonnatrice
de programme aux Communications, à
l’adresse bspence@cip-icu.ca.

Dans le secteur privé, M. Comay a
notamment travaillé comme coordonnateur
de la planification pour le développement
du secteur d’Erin Mills à Mississauga, où
il a œuvré en étroite collaboration avec John
Bousfield. Le logement était un domaine de
pratique particulièrement important pour
M. Comay et il a participé à plusieurs commissions et groupes de travail qui se sont
intéressé à cette question. Il a siégé comme
président de la Commission d’étude consultative de l’Ontario sur la politique du
logement en 1972–1973. C’est d’ailleurs le
rapport de cette commission d’étude qui
a mené à la création du Ministère du logement de l’Ontario.
Il est responsable de la formation du
Programme d’action en logement de l’Ontario, dont il a été le premier directeur en
1973–1974. De 1981 à 1988, il a été directeur
de la City of Toronto’s Non-Profit Housing
Corporation, et a été président du Cityhome
Development Committee. De 1981 à 1987,
M. Comay a été le représentant du Canada
au sein du bureau de la Fédération internationale pour l’habitation, l’urbanisme et
l’aménagement des territoires.
Il a agi comme expert-conseil pour
de nombreuses études d’urbanisme à

des paliers gouvernementaux plus élevés,
y compris les provinces de l’Alberta, du
Nouveau-Brunswick, de la Nouvelle-Écosse
et de l’Ontario. Ses services ont été le
mieux exploités durant la Commission
royale sur la communauté urbaine de
Toronto de 1976 et durant l’étude de la
planification municipale en Ontario menée
par le Conseil économique de l’Ontario
en 1973. Il a également présidé le Comité
d’étude de la Loi sur l’aménagement du territoire de 1975 à 1977, qui a mené à la Loi
sur l’aménagement du territoire de 1981.
M. Comay a enseigné à l’Université York
de 1969 à 1992 après quoi il a été nommé
professeur émérite en études environnementales et Senior Scholar. Il est devenu
Fellow de l’Institut canadien des urbanistes
en 1993 et a agi comme rédacteur en chef
de la revue de l’Institut, Plan Canada.
Il a toujours fait preuve d’un pragmatisme intraitable, acerbe, direct et incisif
qui avait la conviction que l’aptitude à
filtrer l’expérience était ce qui faisait la
qualité de l’urbaniste. Il laisse un grand
héritage d’urbanistes qui ont pu apprendre
de lui et qui disséminent les mêmes
connaissances et la même sagesse. N

NÉCROLOGIE : À LA MÉMOIRE
D’ELI COMAY, FICU 1920–2010

Après avoir obtenu son diplôme de
l’Université de Harvard en 1949, où il a
étudié en aménagement urbain, Eli Comay
a occupé diverses fonctions pour la Ville
de Chicago. Il a travaillé au Service
d’urbanisme du grand Toronto de 1955 à
1966 et pour le Commissaire de la planification de 1962 à 1966.
Il a établi sa pratique professionnelle
après avoir quitté Toronto en 1966, s’occupant principalement de projets associés au
logement, au transport, à la réorganisation
des gouvernements locaux et à la législation en matière d’urbanisme. À l’échelle
locale, M. Comay a mené des études qui
ont pavé la voie à la mise sur pied de services d’urbanisme dans les régions
d’Ottawa-Carleton et de Niagara. Il a participé à l’étude de l’aire centrale d’Ottawa et
mené à bien plusieurs projets pour le
compte de municipalités de la grande
région de Toronto.

NEW MEMBERS · DES NOUVEAUX MEMBRES:
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Peter Marohnic
Narasimha Rao Marthi
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Shafee Mohamed
Sarah R. Morrison
Iain D.C. Myrans
Chui-Yi (Joyce) Ng
Kersten K. Nitsche
Danielle Noble
Chris Pereira
Robert Price
Arianne V. Purves
Mushtaq Rabbi
Colleen Roberts
Jessica Roder
Leonard O. Rodrigues
Nathan Rogers
P. Andrew Rusnak
Richard M. Schippling
Ramin Seifi,
Tatsuyuki Setta
Matthew W.B. Somerville
Daniel Sommer
Patrick M. Sorfleet
Aime Stewart
Sharleen Suszezwiez, mcip
Larissa E. Svirplys-Howe
Henry C. Tang
Julius Tang
Alex B. Taylor
Alex M. Teixeira
Summer D. Valentine
Gloria Venczel
Alison Verhagen
Robert Voigt
Monica C. Walker-Bolton
Justin J. Wallbott
Brandon P. Ward
Kyle Whitfield
Neil M. Younger
Wenyan Yu
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Mark Seasons, PhD, fcip, rpp; Editorial
Board Chair mseasons@uwaterloo.ca
Contributors who want their material refereed should send an electronic copy
(in Word or rtf format) to: Richard
Milgrom, PhD; Editor for Peer-reviewed
Articles; milgrom@cc.umanitoba.ca
Submissions may not exceed 2000 words;
shorter pieces are preferred. For more detailed
information, see the submission guidelines
for contributors on the cip web site.

Plan Canada souhaite recevoir tout
article pouvant intéresser ses lecteurs.
Soumettez-nous vos propositions, résumés
ou ébauches d’articles par courriel à :
Mark Seasons, PhD, ficu, rpp;
président du comité de rédaction
mseasons@uwaterloo.ca
Les auteurs qui souhaitent faire réviser
leurs documents par un comité de lecture
sont priés d’en envoyer une copie électronique (en format Word ou rtf) à : Richard
Milgrom, PhD; rédacteur responsable des
articles révisés milgrom@cc.umanitoba.ca
Les articles ne devraient pas dépasser
2 000 mots, les articles plus courts
sont préférables. Pour plus de détails,
consultez le guide de soumission des
articles sur le site de l’icu.

In order for you, as a member, to express your
thoughts on the content of Plan Canada,
we are dedicating this area to members’
letters and opinions.We welcome all members’ involvement. Please address your
letters to Michelle Garneau, Managing
Editor at: garneau@vl.videotron.ca
Afin que vous puissiez, en qualité de
membre, exprimer votre avis au sujet du
contenu de Plan Canada, nous réservons
cette section aux lettres et aux opinions
des membres. Nous vous encourageons
fortement à vous en prévaloir. Veuillez
acheminer votre correspondance à
Michelle Garneau, rédactrice, à l’adresse :
garneau@vl.videotron.ca
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Geoff S. Abma
Lee Ann Beaubien
Jason M. Bevan
Holly T. Bichai
Carla M. Bing-Wo
Carlin J. Bowman
Adrian Boyd
David Breveglieri
Keith Broersma
Jamil Bundalli
Giulio L. Cescato,
Blaire Chisholm
Phoebe Ming-Lam Chow
Rebecca A. Condon
Suzanne Coultes
Keith G. Cutten
Jane Dauphinee
Steven De Keijzer
Sonia Dhir
Emma S. Docherty
Chris Down
Roxanne Lee Edey
Anne N. Edmonds
Corinne S. Fox
Alana L. Fulford
Mike Gau
Karl E. Grenke
Mona M. Ha
Kenan Handzic
Christopher P. Heike
Brian Horton
Sheikh M. Hossain
C. Gabrielle Hurst
David T. Huynh
Mariana Iglesias
Deborah Lise Jensen
Chelsey Jersak
Thomas Knight
Alexander Krause
Katherine Lambert
Simon Lapointe
Sasha M. Lauzon
Tom Laviolette
Vivian Leung
Leah Libsekal
Judy Lupton

Plan Canada welcomes material
of interest to its readership.
Submit proposals, outlines, or drafts
of articles to Plan Canada, by e-mail to:
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cip welcomes the following new full members to the Institute:
L’icu souhaite la bienvenue aux nouveaux membres à part entière de l’Institut :

FROM THE SENIOR EDITORS
 Ʉ   Ʉ    Ʉ           Ʉ        Ʉ

FIFTY YEARS
IS A LONG TIME
IN PLANNING

IN THIS ISSUE celebrating the 50th anniversary of Plan Canada

we feature a number of important articles focusing on the history
of planning in Canada. These specially-commissioned pieces look
at the present, delve into the future, and explore many subjects of
importance to the profession. The authors share their views about
the impact of technology on planning, how it affects publications
about planning and how planners and planning affect decisionmaking processes. Diversity issues are examined, as are ongoing
discussions about the role the journal itself plays in the profession.
Many readers will recall the vigorous debate surrounding the journal and how many of our members were earnestly involved in it:
should Plan Canada be a newsletter to disseminate organizational
information, should it be a newsy and flashy current affairs magazine or should it provide scholarly research on planning in
Canada? Plan Canada has at one time or another been all of these.
In this, the age of the Internet, its direction may be changing
again. The articles written for this issue of the journal reinforce
the fact it is a vibrant and useful resource, and we hope that they
will inspire readers to become more personally involved in planning debates.
When we accepted cip’s request to prepare this anniversary
issue we had a very short timeline for production. It was impossible to call for papers in our usual manner and instead we had to
mobilize our networks to help develop appropriate thematic content. We offer thanks to all of the authors who responded with

C:MIɄƦɄ8=D:I

CE NUMÉRO QUI SOULIGNE le 50e anniversaire de Plan

CINQUANTE ANS DE
PLANIFICATION :
UN PARCOURS QUI
NOUS MÈNE LOIN

Canada comporte plusieurs articles importants sur l’histoire de
l’urbanisme au Canada. Ces textes préparés spécialement à notre
demande examinent aussi la situation présente, jettent un regard
vers l’avenir et explorent nombre de sujets clés relatifs à notre profession. Les auteurs y partagent leur vision des répercussions de la
technologie sur l’urbanisme, de son influence sur les publications
dans le domaine de l’urbanisme, et de la manière dont les urbanistes
et leur travail influencent les processus décisionnels. On y traite également de diversité et des constantes remises en question du rôle du
magazine au sein de la profession. De nombreux lecteurs se souviendront du vif débat dont le magazine a fait l’objet et, à cet égard, de
l’apport sincère et passionné de plusieurs de nos membres : Plan
Canada devrait-il être un bulletin d’information servant à diffuser
des renseignements sur notre organisation, un magazine d’actualité
racoleur traitant de sujets de l’heure, ou encore, une revue scientifique portant sur la recherche de pointe en urbanisme au Canada? Au
fil de son évolution, Plan Canada a, à certains moments, été un peu
tout cela. Et aujourd’hui, à l’âge de l’Internet, il pourrait bien changer de nouveau. Quoi qu’il en soit, les articles produits pour ce
numéro confirment son utilité et sa vitalité et nous espérons qu’ils
inspireront nos lecteurs à participer plus activement aux débats
urbanistiques.
Lorsque nous avons accepté la demande de l’Institut canadien
des urbanistes de préparer cette édition anniversaire, nous disposions de délais très courts. Il nous était impossible de commander
des articles de la manière habituelle et nous avons plutôt dû mobiliser nos réseaux afin d’élaborer un contenu thématique approprié. À
cet effet, nous souhaitons remercier tous les auteurs qui ont

sondage qu’il avait effectué en 1967 et Ian Skelton commente un sondage récent mené auprès des membres de
l’icu, sur des questions d’affiliation principalement.
En troisième lieu, trois nouveaux diplômés en urbanisme nous offrent leur vision des tendances en
urbanisme. Sophie Van Neste explique la position complexe dans laquelle se trouvent aujourd’hui les
praticiens en milieu urbain, tout en offrant des suggestions sur la manière dont le public pourrait participer
davantage aux processus de planification urbaine.
Matti Siemiatycki explique comment l’urbanisme a
évolué au cours des cinquante dernières années, alors
que Leela Viswanathan dépeint sa vision d’une démocratisation accrue de la discipline.
Et finalement, le dernier segment nous fournit un
aperçu fort perspicace de ce que lisent les urbanistes,
dans la perspective de la longue tradition d’excellence
que compte poursuivre Plan Canada en matière de
comptes rendus de livres. Pierre Filion explique comment les changements sociaux ont mené à la
compartimentation du savoir et nous offre ses suggestions sur la façon dont les urbanistes peuvent lire pour
conserver leur rôle crucial—par l’intégration de
connaissances disparates. Joe Berridge, un urbaniste

DAVID GORDON,
IAN SKELTON,
JILL L. GRANT
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répondu avec générosité et souplesse tout au long de ce
processus, et nous nous excusons auprès de ceux qui
auraient aimé y collaborer si
nous avions disposé de suffisamment de temps.
Ce numéro comporte quatre parties. Tout d’abord,
quelques articles fournissent un survol historique de
Plan Canada et de l’urbanisme. La profession, tout
autant que le magazine, a évolué de façon marquante
au cours des cinquante dernières années. David
Gordon nous rappelle la contribution scientifique marquante du premier numéro, sous la direction du
rédacteur en chef Gerald Carrothers. Gerald Hodge
raconte son expérience en tant que rédacteur en chef
de 1975 à 1980, période au cours de laquelle Plan
Canada est devenu l’un des magazines scientifiques les
plus importants en Amérique du Nord. Jill Grant
revient sur certains des sujets couverts par notre publication au fil des ans, alors que Ian Skelton nous offre
un compte-rendu des prix décernés pour différents
articles dans le passé. Finalement, David Gordon
conclut ce survol historique par un retour sur les prix
d’excellence que s’est mérités l’icu dans le domaine de
l’urbanisme.
Dans la deuxième partie, nous examinons les tendances actuelles au sein de l’effectif de notre
association. À cet effet, Gerald Hodge revient sur un

recent survey of cip affiliates focused on membership
issues.
Thirdly, three new planning scholars offer their
thoughts on trends in planning. Sophie Van Neste
explains the complex position urban development planners find themselves in today, while offering
suggestions on how the public might become more
involved in planning processes. Matti Siemiatycki documents ways that planning has evolved over the past half
century, and Leela Viswanathan illustrates how planners can further the democratization of the discipline.
The final segment of this issue provides insightful
perspectives on what planners are reading as we continue Plan Canada’s long-standing tradition of
excellent book reviews. Pierre Filion shows how social
changes have led to the compartmentalization of
knowledge and offers suggestions for how planners
can read in order to maintain their crucial role in
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generosity and flexibility throughout the process, and
we apologize to all those who would have participated
had there been adequate time.
We have organized the issue in four parts. Firstly, a
number of articles provide an historical overview of
Plan Canada and the profession it represents. Both profession and journal have changed quite markedly over
the last half century. David Gordon reminds us of the
significant scholarly contribution made in the first
issue, edited by Gerald Carrothers. Gerald Hodge discusses his experience as editor from 1975 through 1980,
during which time Plan Canada was transformed into
one of North America’s leading scholarly journals. Jill
Grant reviews some of the themes that have been covered by the journal throughout the years, while Ian
Skelton gives highlights from award-winning feature
articles of the past. David Gordon wraps up the historical perspective with a discussion of the history of the
cip awards of excellence in the
practice of planning.
Secondly, we examine current trends in membership.
Gerald Hodge looks back at a
survey he undertook in 1967
and Ian Skelton reports on a
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integrating disparate material. Joe Berridge
describes three important books that had
significant impacts on his becoming a
Canadian planner of note. As one would
expect, Jane Jacobs figures in both
approaches; her classic work on American
cities appeared shortly after Plan Canada
debuted.
In the major roles played by Plan
Canada throughout the years (newsletter,
magazine and scholarly journal) we now
find ourselves in the midst of a media revolution. The newsletter aspect of the journal
is now online, allowing cip and its affiliates
to have almost instant communications
with their members. Many Canadian
magazines find themselves in financial difficulty, and electronic distribution does not
change the fact that writers and editors are
usually compensated for the work they do.
Academic journals are also available on the
Internet, allowing professors and students
instant access to the best research material
in the world. However, while cip has established a valuable partnership with the

acupp-apucu (the planning schools) and
the University of Winnipeg’s Institute of
Urban Studies to produce Canadian
Planning and Policy—Politique et aménagement au Canada, there are few publications
that have a mandate to disseminate
research on Canadian planning, and practitioners need guidance and smoother access
to relevant research. There will certainly be
a role for cip and Plan Canada in meeting
these new challenges in the digital age,
although the form and content of the journal are bound to change in the years ahead.
Plan Canada provides us with an historical record of the growth of planning over
the past 50 years. It underlines the role that
cip plays in shaping the Canadian profession, and how planning ideas and practices
have evolved over the decades. Through
countless volunteer hours contributed by
hundreds of practitioners and academics
over the decades, Plan Canada has served
well as the organ of the profession in
Canada. We are confident that its next half
century will prove as illustrious. N

de renom, décrit quant à lui trois livres
importants qui ont eu des répercussions
marquantes sur son évolution professionnelle. Sans surprise, Jane Jacobs figure au
menu de ces deux approches; son travail
classique sur les villes américaines a été
publié peu après la création de Plan
Canada.
Dans la foulée des rôles importants qu’a
joués Plan Canada au fil des ans (bulletin
d’information, magazine d’actualité et
revue scientifique spécialisée), nous nous
trouvons aujourd’hui en plein cœur d’une
révolution médiatique. Le volet bulletin
d’information est maintenant accessible en
ligne, de manière à offrir à l’icu et aux
organismes affiliés un outil de communication presque instantané avec leurs
membres. Nombre de publications canadiennes éprouvent des difficultés
financières, et la diffusion électronique ne
change rien au fait que les auteurs et les
rédacteurs en chef sont généralement
rémunérés pour leur travail. Les revues
spécialisées sont aujourd’hui accessibles
sur Internet, ce qui permet aux enseignants
et aux étudiants de consulter les dossiers de
recherche de pointe produits partout dans
le monde. Chez nous, l’icu a conclu un

excellent partenariat avec l’acupp-apucu
(écoles d’urbanismes) et l’Institut d’urbanisme de l’Université de Winnipeg afin de
produire Canadian Planning and Policy—
Politique et aménagement au Canada;
toutefois, peu de publications ont le mandat
de diffuser la recherche en urbanisme émanant du Canada, et les personnes qui s’y
consacrent ont besoin d’être orientées de
manière adéquate et de profiter d’un accès
plus fluide aux recherches pertinentes.
L’icu et Plan Canada auront certainement
un rôle à jouer pour aider l’urbanisme à
relever ces défis de l’ère numérique, bien
que la forme et le contenu du magazine
soient inévitablement appelés à changer au
cours des années à venir.
Plan Canada nous fournit une rétrospective historique des progrès de l’urbanisme au
cours du demi-siècle qui vient de s’écouler.
On y souligne non seulement le rôle de l’icu
dans le façonnement de la profession au
Canada, mais aussi l’évolution des idées et
des façons de faire au fil des décennies.
Grâce aux innombrables heures de travail
bénévole fournies par des centaines de praticiens et d’enseignants, Plan Canada a bien
rempli son rôle d’organe central de la profession au Canada. Nous avons tout lieu de

DAVID GORDON, MCIP, RPP, is profes-

sor and Director of the School of Urban and
Regional Planning at Queen’s University.
He has been a guest editor of two previous
issues of Plan Canada. He can be reached at:
david.gordon@queensu.ca
IAN SKELTON, MCIP, is a professor in the
Department of City Planning at the
University of Manitoba. From 2003 to 2009
he was editor of Canadian Planning and
Policy—Aménagement et politique au
Canada, the joint publication of the
Association of Canadian University Planning
Programs, the Canadian Institute of Planners
and Canadian Journal of Urban Research. He
can be reached at: iskelton@umanitoba.ca
JILL L. GRANT, FCIP, LPP, is professor
of planning at Dalhousie University. She
served on the Plan Canada editorial board
from 2001–2006, and was chair from 2001–
2004. She can be reached at:
jill.grant@dal.ca

croire que les cinquante prochaines années
se révéleront tout aussi fructueuses. N
DAVID GORDON, MACIP, RPP, est pro-

fesseur et directeur de la School of Urban and
Regional Planning, à l’Université Queen’s. Il a
été rédacteur en chef invité de deux numéros
antérieurs de Plan Canada. On peut le joindre
à : david.gordon@queensu.ca
IAN SKELTON, MCIP, est professeur au
Department of City Planning, à l’Université
du Manitoba. De 2003 à 2009, il a occupé le
poste de rédacteur en chef de Canadian
Planning and Policy—Aménagement et
politique au Canada, la publication
conjointe de l’Association universitaire
canadienne des programmes en urbanisme
et aménagement, de l’Institut canadien des
urbanistes et de la Revue canadienne d’études urbaines. On peut le joindre à :
iskelton@umanitoba.ca
JILL L. GRANT, FCIP, LPP, est professeure d’urbanisme à l’Université Dalhousie.
Elle a siégé au comité éditorial de Plan
Canada de 2001 à 2006, et en a assumé la
présidence de 2001 à 2004. On peut la joindre à : jill.grant@dal.ca

THE FIRST
FIFTY YEARS
LES CINQUANTE
1959
PREMIÈRES
2010
ANNÉES
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T

he Town Planning Institute of Canada (TPIC)
published the ﬁrst issue of Plan Canada in
1959. The Institute was founded in 1919 by
Thomas Adams, a distinguished Scottish consultant who had worked on Letchworth Garden
City and was also founding president of the
British Town Planning Institute. Adams came to
Canada in 1914 as Town Planning Advisor to
the federal Commission on Conservation and
traveled the country promoting planning, preparing demonstration plans and encouraging
the provincial governments to adopt model
planning legislation. Adams also wrote articles
on planning issues for many
publications, including the
Commission’s journal, which
he re-named Town Planning
and Conservation of Life.

Figure 1: Kippawa, Quebec: “Plan of Proposed New
Town designed to secure convenience of access
between its different parts and economical and
healthy environment....and an alternative plan for the
same area, showing the sub-divisions in conformity
with the rectangular system of survey....These
two plans prove the point...that no ﬁxed or deﬁnite
system of planning is desirable and that every plan
should vary with the circumstances, conditions and
topography.” [A.R.C.C. 1919, pp. 110–112 and Thomas
Adams, Rural Planning and Development, Ottawa,
Commission of Conservation, 1917, pp. 66–67.]

One of the early achievements of the new tpic was to establish
a professional journal, under the editorship of Alfred Buckley,
one of Adams’s staff at the Commission. The Journal of the Town
Planning Institute of Canada was published from 1920 to 1931,
combining short articles on planning topics, tpic news and
reviews of current plans. The withdrawal of federal funding after
the 1921 close of the Commission of Conservation put the jtpic
on a shaky financial footing; the tpic ended publication in 1931
because of the lack of membership revenues during the Great
Depression. This economic disaster almost destroyed the nascent
Canadian planning profession; the jtpic ended publication,
national planning conferences ceased to be held, and many local
planning commissions stopped meeting.¹ (Ch. ⁴)
The federal government revived community planning in Canada
as part of the post-war reconstruction effort. The Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation (cmhc) sponsored the Community
Planning Association of Canada (cpac), which promoted the reestablishment of planning agencies and new provincial planning
legislation after 1946. For almost 30 years, the cpac provided a forum
where citizens, planners and politicians could discuss the needs of
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Canadian communities. Its founding director, Alan Armstrong, also edited its
influential Community Planning Review,
which was published in journal form from
1951–58. The Review targeted a more popular audience than the profession’s jtpic
from the 1920s.¹ (Ch. ⁵)
After public support for planning was
revived, the cpac and cmhc helped restart
the tpic in 1952. There were fewer than
50 professional planners employed in public agencies in 1951, and perhaps an equal
number of consultants. However, by 1960
there were nearly 300 members, and the
tpic revived its professional journal,
renamed as Plan Canada. The new name
was selected because it was bilingual—
‘Plan’ worked well in English or French.
‘Canada’ had to be added because there was
a Scandinavian journal by the same name.²

Figure 2: Prince Rupert, British Columbia: “No city
has been more carefully planned than Prince Rupert
but, owing to want of government control over the
development, the value of the planning has been
largely nulliﬁed....although no expense was spared
to secure a proper plan for this city, the fact that part
of the town was laid out in straight lines with
rectangular lots prevented the natural difficulties
of the site from being overcome to the extent that
would have been possible with a more ﬂexible plan.
Whatever advantages the straight lines possess
in such a case are more than counterbalanced by
the expensive and inconvenient development.”
[A.R.C.C. 1917, Plate X and Thomas Adams, Rural
Planning and Development, Ottawa, commission of
Conservation, 1917, p. 100.]
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BY DAVID GORDON

tpic convention. Comprehensiveness and
the physical environment are two themes
that fell out of fashion in academic circles
in the 1970s, but are still major concerns of
land use planning practitioners, while the
master plan/capital budget connection
remains a key principle of municipal strategic planning today.
Alan Armstrong’s article “Thomas Adams
and the Commission of Conservation” has
stood the test of time. This was the first biographical article about Adams; it focused
upon his Canadian practice, which was
overshadowed by his work in Britain and
on the New York Regional Plan. The essay
reminded practitioners of the origins of
Canadian planning. It was illustrated with
Adams’s drawings for a garden suburb
design for Kippawa (Témiscaming), Québec
(Figure 1), and a photograph of substandard
wooden housing in Prince Rupert BC (Figure 2), from Adams’s groundbreaking
textbook, Rural Planning and Development
(1917). Armstrong’s article was thoroughly
researched from primary sources, and fully
referenced with 40 footnotes, displaying the
standard of scholarship expected in leading
academic and professional journals today.
The third article, “Planning Growth and
Change under the Law”, was written by the
dean of Canadian planning lawyers, Professor James B. Milner of the University of
Toronto. Milner addressed the legal basis
for community planning in general language with “fewer qualifications than the
author would prefer to make for an audience of legal scholars.”⁴ The essay also
explored the role of administrative tribunals, such as Ontario’s Municipal Board.
Professor Peter Oberlander’s essay “The
Patron Saint of Town Planning in British
Columbia” reviewed the career of Colonel
Richard Moody of the Royal Engineers.
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JOURNAL

Plan Canada’s Volume 1, Number 1, featured Gerald Carrothers’ introduction, five
articles and a “viewpoint”. The editor’s
introduction stated that the new journal
would supplement the tpic’s newsletter,
and “concentrate on publishing articles of
lasting significance, only publishing
material of a high professional and academic calibre.”³ Carrothers was one of the
few Canadians with a Ph.D. in urban planning, and he went on to a distinguished
academic career at University of Pennsylvania and York University. At the time of
his appointment, he was already the
review editor of the Journal of the American Institute of Planners and had
previously been founding editor of the
Papers and Proceedings of the Regional Science Association, so he really knew how to
run a good academic journal.
Plan Canada’s introductory issue had
a theme of Canadian planning history
because “we are most sorely lacking in
knowledge of our antecedents in planning
in Canada.”³ (pg. ⁴) The first article was “The
Fundamental Aims of Planning” by Professor Benjamin Handler of the University of
Michigan. Handler advocated comprehensive planning for physical improvements
to the city and close connections between
master plans and capital budgets. These
issues were major concerns of practicing
planners of the day; the paper was adapted
from Handler’s 1958 keynote address to the
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Moody confirmed the New Westminster
site of the major settlement in the Lower
Mainland and prepared plans for several
inland settlements. This article was a
useful overview of one of BC’s first planners, drawing on primary sources, but
not quite as thoroughly researched as the
essay on Adams.
The final article was ”International
Trends in Urban and Regional Planning”,
prepared by Ralph Rookwood, Alberta’s Director of Town and Regional Planning.
It provided a literature review with major
sections on urban and regional planning,
mainly drawn from scholarly and professional journals. Rookwood’s article identified
international trends that might interest Canadian practitioners, and encouraged the tpic
to become active in the United Nations’
Housing and Town Planning Bureau and the
new International Centre for Regional Planning and Development in Brussels. The tpic
did revive its connections with the International Federation for Housing and Town
Planning and later the International Society
of City and Regional Planners.
Plan Canada’s first issue ended with a
short section named “News, Views and
Reviews”, containing a brief viewpoint on
tall buildings in Montreal. It was written
by Percy Nobbs, a retired McGill professor
who was one of the founders of the tpic
in 1919 and a past president. He recalled
his advocacy for a 14-storey height limit in
the 1920s and expressed concern about the
shadow impacts of a proposed 30-storey
office tower, presumably Place Ville-Marie.

In later issues, this section included book
reviews, professional debate and responses
to the ideas raised in the journal.
Overall, Plan Canada’s first issue set a
high standard with contributors from across
the country, many with academic backgrounds. It certainly met its objective of
providing historical background for the
revival of the Canadian planning profession.
The journal contained 68 pages in an
attractively printed format, with a professionally designed cover. The articles
contained a level of scholarship typical of
the leading professional journals of the time
such as the Town Planning Review (UK) and
the Journal of the American Institute of Planners (jaip). The model appears to have been
the jaip, where 1960 issues were about the
same length and with a similar mix of academic and professional authors writing in
the scholarly style of the time.⁵ Plan Canada
was a publication designed to be kept on a
bookshelf, rather than read and discarded.
The major difference, when compared
to jaip and Town Planning Review, was that
most of the content of the new journal was
related to Canadian planning. Canadian
professionals could once again read about
the history and issues facing their cities
and regions, and Canadian professors had
an outlet to publish their scholarship, after
the cpac had transformed Community Planning Review into a newsletter in 1959.
What was conspicuously missing from
the first issue was a single word of French
or a single female voice. Some French summaries appeared in the journal’s second

year, and the first bilingual article was
printed in 1962; Plan Canada has rarely
been a truly bilingual journal. The first
article with female authors appeared in
1970, clearly illustrating Sue Hendler’s
assertion that the tpic was not a comfortable place for women in its early years.⁶
Len Gertler, founder of the Waterloo
planning school, took over the editor’s role
after Gerry Carrothers left for the University of Pennsylvania. In the years ahead,
other Canadian academics often shepherded Plan Canada for the Institute. Eli
Comay (York), Gerald Hodge and Godfrey
Spragge (Queen’s), Henry Hightower and
Ted Rashleigh (ubc) all edited the journal
in the 1970s and 1980s. In later years, the
cip membership expressed a strong interest
in “lively, thoughtful and well-written pieces
on matters which concern the working
members of the cip,” in short: a magazine,
not a scholarly journal.
Unfortunately, due to the size and resources of the organization, cip could not afford
to pay for a full-time professional editor or
to commission journalists to write the kind
of snappy pieces that appear in the apa’s
Planning magazine. The tension between
the scholarly and practical purposes of the
journal has been a constant struggle for
most of the past four decades. Nevertheless,
Plan Canada was well-launched and would
continue to contribute to scholarship in the
field, as described in the articles by Gerald
Hodge and Jill Grant that follow. N
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SIX YEARS IN THE LIFE
OF PLAN CANADA

BY GERALD HODGE

T

he setting in 1974 in which a change in the life of Plan Canada
was discussed was near-idyllic. A late-September sun warmed
the upper deck of a faux-paddle wheeler plying the St. Lawrence
among the Thousand Islands near Kingston and also the four
planners clustered there: three professors from the Queen’s
University School of Urban and Regional Planning (the late
Godfrey Spragge, M.A. Qadeer, Gerald Hodge) and the late Eric
Clemens, soon-to-be Chair of the Canadian Institute of Planners
Publications Committee. Clemens, who with Eastern Ontario
planning colleagues had spent the day
with planning faculty and students, was
being asked (i.e., lobbied) to consider a proposal that would revive the journal from
its dormant state of the preceding 18
months. The three professors, acting as an
editorial team, pledged to get the journal
publishing again, to do so on a regular
basis, and to provide it with a high level of
content, to which we all felt Institute members were entitled. Clemens ended the
voyage, a bit more tanned, enthusiastic for
the idea. He took it to his Chair, Andrew
Greiner, who gave his support to the editorship being based in the Queen’s planning
school for six years. The first issue, with a
brand-new cover, was published in March

1975. The subsequent publishing journey
had both its high spots and its tribulations.
This is some of the story.
FROM ASPIRATION
TO IMPLEMENTATION

The leading planning journal in the world
at the time was the Journal of the American
Institute of Planners (jaip) and we aspired to
its high quality. But more than that, we
wanted to bring Canadian planning thought
and practice onto the world stage. To these
ends, all material published would have to
meet the following criteria: (a) significance
for policy in the urban and regional fields;
(b) scholarly significance; (c) appropriate-

ness and clarity of theoretical approach; (d)
writing style; and (e) relevance to Canada.
There would be articles, all of which would
be refereed, viewpoint pieces that posited
new directions for the field, research
reports, and historical accounts of Canadian
planning. Our dedication to the latter point
was evident when one picked up the new
Plan Canada—its cover (designed by Peter
Dorn of Queen’s) reflected Canada’s earliest
community plan, the one Jean Talon prepared in 1667 for three radial villages
northwest of Quebec City.
Over the course of the six years, 1975–
1980, the number of articles, viewpoints,
and research reports published totalled 105,
or about six per issue in the 18 produced
under our editorship, almost all of them
from Canadian authors. As well, 57 books
were reviewed. You’d be right in assuming
this output would not have been possible
without the work of many committed
people. There were the Editors (Godfrey
Spragge for the first three years; me for the
second two), and the Book Review Editor
(M.A. Qadeer for all six years). An Editorial
Board assisted us in soliciting and
reviewing submissions and advising us on
policy; they were a group of a dozen or so
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RÉSUMÉ En 1975, l’Institut canadien des urbanistes a accepté
l’offre d’une équipe de rédacteurs basée à l’École de planification
urbaine et régionale à l’Université Queen’s pour relancer la publication de Plan Canada. Les objectifs rédactionnels étaient
l’exploitation de la logique canadienne dans de nombreuses réalisations de planification à succès, ainsi que l’encouragement du
partage de nouvelles connaissances de pointe. Le journal a repris
sa publication régulière au cours des six années suivantes, résultant
en plus de 100 articles, opinions et études, et comprenant plusieurs
éditions à thème unique consacrées à des sujets d’actualité en matière de planification, ainsi que de nombreuses critiques de livres.
Certains lecteurs trouvaient le matériel trop théorique ; quant à
elle, l’équipe de rédaction estimait nécessaire, dans toutes les professions, d’établir un lien étroit entre la théorie et l’action.
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SUMMARY In 1975, the Canadian Institute of Planners accepted
an offer of a team of editors based in the School of Urban and
Regional Planning at Queen’s University to revive publication of
Plan Canada. The editors’ aim was to tap the thinking behind
Canada’s many planning accomplishments, as well as to encourage new knowledge to be brought forward. The journal resumed
regular publication over the ensuing six years resulting in well
over 100 articles, viewpoints and research reports, including several single-theme issues devoted to leading-edge topics in planning,
as well as several dozen book reviews. Although some readers
found the material too theoretical, the editors felt this was outweighed by the need of every profession to link theory to action.
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planners, planning teachers, and associated experts from all parts of Canada.
Murray Zides in Saint John and W.T. (Bill)
Perks in Calgary, to name two, served on
the Board the whole time. And, like every
organized effort, there’s usually one person
who’s the key to it all—ours was Patricia
Hodge. She was our Editorial Assistant for
all but the first of those 18 issues and dealt
with each of the more than 400 authors,
referees, and reviewers, often several times,
as well as our printers, while proofreading
and copy editing. It should be noted that
we managed this in a technological age
some of you will not have known: electric
typewriter, Gestetner, telephone and what
we now call snail mail (which sometimes
seemed better then).
FILLING THE PAGES

We had strong feelings about Canada’s contributions to planning. We were leaders in
metropolitan planning (viz. Eric Thrift in
Winnipeg, Murray Jones in Toronto, Harry
Lash in Vancouver), as well as in the planning of regions and city waterfronts. We
sought to tap the planning thinking
behind these accomplishments and others
on our then-blank pages. The late Eugene
Mattyasovsky was one of the first to begin
filling those pages with a prescient look at
“key principles” in environmental planning,
notably stability, in our first issue. Diana
Butler pointed out to readers of the second
issue (as well as to us male editors) that in
1975, only 50 of cip’s 852 Full Members
were women; Lin Good further emphasized the need for women in planning in a
companion piece. As I pore over old copies
I realize there are many, many more
worthy authors and articles I could mention if space allowed. Well, perhaps a few
more, if only to assuage my nostalgia:
Craig Davis’s 1976 article on constructing
economic multipliers for small-scale areas,
Ira Robinson bringing us up to date in 1977
on emerging provincial land use controls,
Maurice Yeates’s correct forecast in 1978 of
the surging seniors’ population and their
needs in the 21st century; then there were
Tom Goodale’s and Sherry Wickare’s 1979
research report showing group homes in
residential areas did not affect adjacent
property values, Hugh Bodmer’s description in 1980 of community-based rural
development in central Alberta, and, not

least, Hans Blumenfeld’s admonition in
our final 1980 issue, that the most practical
way to avoid environmental dangers of
energy projects is to reduce consumption.
And I cannot stop without mentioning
John Weaver’s several excellent historical
accounts of planning and land use regulation he allowed us to publish.
Other milestones in Plan Canada during
this period were issues devoted almost
entirely to a single facet of planning, which
were often just emerging for planners
and policy makers. The first was Audrey
Armour’s and Reg Lang’s 1977 look at
Environmental Impact Assessment.
Mohammad Qadeer coordinated an issue
later the same year addressing the still-tobe recognized field of social planning. In
1978 there was a special issue devoted to
those Canadian icons, Resource Towns,
organized by Gilbert Stelter. Participation
in planning was the subject of an issue in
1979 that Barry Sadler edited. And Bill
Perks edited our fifth special issue in 1980
devoted to Western Canadian Planning.
There were other worthy aspects to these
single-topic issues besides highlighting
important new planning ideas and practice,
often of an inter-disciplinary nature. For
the editors, they facilitated filling the pages,
a not infrequent problem we faced.
THE BEST LAID PLANS...

Try as we might to fulfil our desire to publish four issues per year, we were able only
to publish three in each of the six years.
The main reason was that we were never
overwhelmed with manuscripts. We succeeded as we did by personally appealing
to academics and practitioners known to us
or to our Editorial Board members, and
by organizing special editions. Of the 105
articles, viewpoints, and research reports
published during our tenure, 80 were
authored solely or jointly by academics,
primarily those engaged in planning education. Those authored solely by practitioners
numbered 25; the latter, however, comprised 35% of all authors, often joining
educators in submitting pieces.
Dissatisfaction began to emerge in the
Institute about midway in our tenure over
what some perceived as an imbalance in
the journal’s content: “too academic,” it
was said. The Institute reiterated their aim
for the journal “to emphasize matters of

current interest and concern to Canadian
planners.” One option that emerged was
a journal devoted wholly to stories of planning action. As an alternative, we proposed
a publication that would blend both the
theoretical and practical realms. In this
way, Plan Canada could be illuminating
new knowledge that would enhance
planning action, an aim we strongly held.
There was no meeting of minds on this
important tenet.
On reflection, three decades on, a few
things occur to me. One has a kind of
paradoxical quality: our critics seemed
to overlook the fact that the bulk of the
journal’s “academic” contributors were
themselves planners, were trained as planners, who taught (mostly) in Canadian
planning schools, and frequently practised
planning. Another is that, like planners
who seldom have the opportunity to choose
the development proposals that come forward, editors seldom get the opportunity
to publish articles when authors don’t offer
them, and few practitioners did. Lastly,
the tension between theory and practice
we encountered is not an uncommon one
in professions and attention needs to be
paid to it if practitioners and academics
alike—and one should add the public—
are to be well-served. A profession’s journal
is a means of garnering knowledge of both
theory and action and keeping the two
linked, “without which,” to quote Prof.
Qadeer, “a profession is mere craft.” The
Plan Canada of our days at the helm aimed
to defend this crucial linkage. It’s always
worthy aim for a journal. N
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FADS, FANCIES...
AND FORM-BASED
W
CODES
50 Years
of Planning Issues
BY JILL L GRANT

hen I was asked recently to help out with the 50th
Anniversary issue of Plan Canada, I decided to take a
quick look back at the journal over the last half century to identify
some of the themes that had been covered over the years. A few
years ago I searched through past issues of the journal to select
good candidate articles for A Reader in Canadian Planning, an
edited collection of pieces for classroom use and exam preparation.1
Updating that old analysis revealed some fascinating current and
historic trends.

I have to admit that my paper title
developed even before I analyzed the
tables of contents. After watching graduate
students present their project work this
April for a municipal client who insisted it
wanted a form-based code to deal with its
heritage planning issues—regardless of
other options that may have better suited
local circumstances, means, and objectives—I resolved to examine some of the
strategies—and the fads—that engaged
Canadian planners through the years. I
was curious about the way in which we
sometimes get fixated on particular tools
and approaches.
The focus of Plan Canada in its early
days was on establishing the credibility of
the profession by clarifying the legal framework and developing appropriate methods.
Recognized experts contributed to the
effort. Several articles related the history of
the profession and described the important
role played by founding fathers; in its early

incarnation, the journal reflected a maledominated profession. The first identifiable
female author, Mary Rawson, wrote in the
December 1970 issue.² Today’s journal
shows less interest in history, theory, law,
and methods, with more papers reporting
on specific projects and places. Female authors and editors have become commonplace
on the masthead as the profession has
established its place in society.
The next sections briefly describe some
of the main themes that run through Plan
Canada and identify a few topics that have
received relatively little attention. I conclude
with some thoughts about why planners
need to be careful about getting caught up
in fads, fancies, and form-based codes.
FADS

By the nature of the work we do, planners
have an enduring preoccupation with land
use policy and planning. The pages of Plan
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RÉSUMÉ Les pages de Plan Canada révèlent l’évolution des
priorités et des préoccupations de la profession au fil du temps.
Ce document passe brièvement en revue les idées et débats qui
ont engagé les urbanistes canadiens au cours des cinquante
dernières années, et commente certains thèmes qui ont été peu
examinés à ce jour.
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SUMMARY The pages of Plan Canada reveal the shifting
priorities and concerns of the profession over time. This paper
briefly reviews the ideas and debates that have engaged
Canadian planners over the last half century, and comments on
some of the themes that have received little attention to date.
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Canada show, however, that the profession
has shifted somewhat in focus through time.
In the 1960s planners wrote about new
towns, resource planning, and international
trends; then in the 1970s, the journal
included several articles about urban policy
and land systems. Papers on protecting agricultural land appeared with some regularity
through the years. Articles on transportation have been a common feature, but
authors switched from an early interest
in highways and rail systems to a concern
about alternatives to the automobile in
recent decades. The first title on transit
appeared in 1984, and one on pedestrian
priority was published in 1986.³,⁴ Several
theme issues on transportation attest to the
salience of the subject in planners’ work. In
the early years several authors wrote about
developing effective regulations; then the
1980s and 1990s brought concerns about
cutting red tape and excessive regulation.
Recent issues have focused on developing
new kinds of design guidance and codes.
In early issues of the journal, international comparisons presented best
practices from other countries. Examples
usually came from the United States, Europe, or South Africa. Later years showed an
increasingly broad coverage of projects and
countries. From 1987 Third World planning
articles appeared; authors often reported
on their own planning activities abroad.
As the source of information on the
Institute and a place for debates about professional identity, Plan Canada recorded
cycles that recur at critical points. The
mission of the profession, the role of the
planner, and the requirements for planning education produced many early
papers in the journal; this repeated as a
theme in the 1980s. With the current study
about membership standards cip is conducting, these themes are rising yet again.
Some concerns re-emerged periodically,
as if they were following some kind of
Kondratiev cycle. For instance, regional
planning was a major theme in the 1960s
when Len Gertler edited the journal, but
waned in the 1970s; it returned in the mid1990s as provinces created new city-regions
and generated new opportunities for
regional planning. Similarly, the environment was a prominent topic of articles in
the 1970s before diminishing somewhat in
the 1980s. With the interest in sustainable
development that began to appear in articles

in 1989⁵,⁶ environmental concerns found
new expression that continues to produce
papers today. While the first reference to rising sea levels came in a title in 1994, nothing
further on climate change appeared until
2003;⁷,⁸ recently climate change developed
into a major theme as the Institute became
a partner in research on the topic.
The changing nature of the profession
in the 1970s put social issues on the journal’s agenda. The first article on citizen
participation appeared in 1972:⁹ public
engagement remained a major theme
through the 1970s. Although participation
techniques still occasion some articles,
recent issues have also introduced topics

Some concerns re-emerged
periodically, as if they were
following some kind of Kondratiev
cycle. For instance, regional
planning was a major theme in the
1960s but waned in the 1970s;
it returned in the mid-1990s as
provinces created new city-regions
and generated new opportunities
for regional planning.
such as social cohesion, social capital, and
diversity. Techniques for population forecasting generated several articles in the
1970s and 1980s. By the 1980s planning
for the growing number of seniors became
an issue; it continues to generate papers.
Although some articles discussed Aboriginal communities before 1987, after that
point planning with First Nations people
became a common theme. In 2000 planners finally wrote about immigration and
its implication for Canadian cities.¹⁰,¹¹
Health and safety issues became increasingly prominent in the 1980s, with articles
about crime prevention through environmental design, traffic calming, and healthy
communities projects. In recent years the

focus of safety articles turned to managing
wildfires, disasters, and pandemics.
Heritage conservation gained attention
in the 1980s. Following an article on suburban design in 1987,¹² Plan Canada
reflected the growing interest in questions
of physical planning and urban design.
The initial hint of excitement about new
urbanism appeared with a reprint of an
article by Andres Duany and Elizabeth
Plater-Zyberk in 1992; the same year produced the first paper with “sprawl” in
its title.¹³,¹⁴ As new urbanism principles
became standard in the journal,¹⁵ reports
on development projects increased. Issues
of managing growth gained attention in the
2000s: the first allusion to smart growth
appeared in a 2001 title.¹⁶
A few themes came and went over the
years. The most prominent among them
involved information technology. The journal had papers on computer simulations
as early as 1964;¹⁷ during the 1980s the
editors established a technology column and
got serious about the topic. A theme issue
on gis appeared in July 1993. As planners
became more familiar with the technologies,
however, articles on computer applications
fell off: none are listed since 1995.
The latest fad to appear in the journal
reflects the widespread interest amongst
development advocates in planning for
creative cities and the creative class. The
first paper on the creative class appeared
in 2004;¹⁸ other papers on planning for
arts, culture, and special events followed.
Whether this will become a continuing
theme or a passing fancy remains to be seen.
PASSING FANCIES AND
OPPORTUNITIES MISSED

Some themes have not been able to capture
the fancy of planners in a major way, if
the journal provides the benchmark. For
instance, we find relatively little in Plan Canada on affordable housing. Until the recent
theme issue on homelessness appeared in
spring 2010, few articles dealt with this
challenging social problem. Discussions of
gentrification are rare, as are articles on private and gated developments. While many
papers deal with seniors, few talk about
planning for women, children, or persons
with disabilities. Articles on planning for
commercial, institutional, or industrial uses
prove much less common than those

FORM-BASED CODES

Despite the admonition that planners have
heard since the times of Patrick Geddes—
that “plan follows survey” and solutions
should be grounded in the issues and
opportunities of particular places, times,
and conditions—planners often get caught
up in popular ideas that get widely marketed by persuasive purveyors, regardless
of their suitability for specific communities. Thus storefront planning rocked the
1970s, main street renewal projects swept
the nation in the 1980s, strategic planning
ricocheted through municipal offices in the
1990s, and form-based codes have become

enters its second half century, I encourage
readers to resolve to become authors: write
a reflective piece on the lessons of practice;
contact the book review editor to contribute
a review; send a letter to the editor. Get
involved in the debates that shape our profession over the next decades. N
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the latest rage for shaping the urban envelope in the 2000s.
The pages of Plan Canada reflect the preoccupations of planners across the nation.
They serve as a vehicle for building consensus about how to define planning issues
and help to drive the resolutions that gain
traction on the ground. A professional journal reveals the strategies and the fads that
have engaged practitioners through the
years. More importantly, though, it has the
mandate and the power to educate and
inspire the members. It can only succeed in
that mission if it builds the commitment of
the members to contribute. As Plan Canada
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describing residential uses. What can
planners do to broaden our gaze to evaluate the distributive effects of our work?
Anyone familiar with the profession
knows that plans and projects can fail, and
that planners learn from failure. Unfortunately, reflective critiques and stories of
planning disasters are less common in
Plan Canada than promotional pieces
describing recent plans or projects. As planners, are we following our own advice to
monitor our work and report back on the
lessons learned?
The pages of Plan Canada suggest that,
like consumers generally, planners today
have limited attention spans. Articles in
today’s journal are shorter and better illustrated than many were 50 years ago. The
greater frequency of theme issues reflects
the challenge that the editorial board faces
in soliciting contributions: rather than being
able to rely on planners sending in a steady
stream of material for publication, the
editors have to scour networks of scholars
and practitioners interested in particular
topics. Such strategies have improved the
geographic coverage of papers, although
contributions in French remain a small
proportion of the pages. Do planners today
have less time to reflect on our practice
and write articles for the journal than we
did a generation ago?
For many years the journal provided
several book reviews in each issue: thus
Plan Canada was a place to learn about the
latest scholarship in the field. In recent
years, few book reviews have appeared in
the journal. Don’t planners read books anymore, or have we just stopped submitting
book reviews to Plan Canada?
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CIP NATIONAL
PLANNING AWARDS

I

t seemed a bit bizarre at the time, but I found the storage closets
in CIP’s Ottawa office were one of the best places to research
good Canadian planning practice in 2007. Luckily, the CIP headquarters had kept several boxes of the plans that won the national
planning awards from the previous ﬁve years. I was researching
best practices in Canadian planning to update a textbook1 and,
since many of the plans were out of print or their web sites had
closed, the CIP closets provided a treasure trove of good plans.

Reviewing the trends in the national awards for planning
excellence given by cip is a good way to track the changes in
Canadian planning practice. Peer-reviewed awards are a typical
program of a modern professional practice institute, fitting in
with other activities such as newsletters, a peer-reviewed journal,
conferences, continuing education and licensing. cip’s national
planning awards, offered continuously since 1983, have increased

BY DAVID GORDON

in scope over the past three decades. Plan
Canada has covered the awards since 1989,
providing a summary or list of the major
award winners.
cip gave its first national planning
award to British Columbia’s Ministry of
Municipal Affairs for the resource community program for Tumbler Ridge.
Community plans and land use plans were
frequent winners of the national planning
awards from 1983–2001, receiving 40% of the top-level prizes for
overall excellence.2
The increased diversity of cip’s membership and Canadian
planning practice has been reflected in the awards program,
which was restructured to include more categories in 2001. In the
past decade, neighbourhood plans and social plans have won the
most awards (17% each) while community and land use plans
received only 9% of the top awards.3 Another change is the return
of urban design. The neighbourhood and downtown plans
included much more urban design content than the plans from
the early 1980s, and there is now a separate urban design category
in the awards program. cip has recently collaborated with the
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada and the Canadian Society
of Landscape Architects to establish a biannual national urban
design awards program.
The past decade has seen the return of Quebec to the national
planning awards, most notably with the Montreal Master Plan
winning the 2005 Community Planning Award. Ontario has been
slightly over-represented at 43% of major awards, while the
Atlantic provinces and the North have received a share (8%) commensurate with their population.4 These trends appear to track
cip’s overall regional distribution of membership5 and they may

Winner of the 2010 Award for Planning Excellence for City Planning, HRM by
Design: The Downtown Halifax Plan by Halifax Regional Municipality’s Planning
Services Department.

celebrated in 2008. In some cases, we can
read articles about these effective, awardwinning plans by keyword searching the
Plan Canada online index.7 However, it is
often difficult to review the original plans.
Even if the winning organizations still
exist, most plans are kept in the public
domain or on the Internet for a few years,
and they often disappear when web sites
are upgraded or agencies are reorganized.
A few plans are deposited in local libraries
or regional universities but there is no central, publically-accessible archive for the
best work of the Canadian planning profession. Search engines like Google can’t help
us find previous best practices if the original documents are not converted to digital
formats and placed in a stable open public
archive. cip’s journal or newsletters cannot
assist with this problem, since print media
can only accommodate limited abstracts of

these large and important documents. But
the rapidly declining cost of digital storage
and common Web 1.0 applications like
search engines can make the best
Canadian plans widely available to citizens,
professional planners, students and
researchers. cip could provide a worthwhile service by digitally archiving its
award-winning plans as a collection of best
practices.
When it is time to review the awardwinning Canadian plans for the 2013
edition of the textbook, I hope to be surfing
the web rather than excavating a closet. N
DAVID GORDON, MCIP, RPP, is profes-

sor and Director of the School of Urban and
Regional Planning at Queen’s University. He
has been a guest editor of two previous
issues of Plan Canada. He can be reached
at: david.gordon@queensu.ca
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also be affected by the size and growth of
urban areas. Smaller towns and rural areas
seem to attract limited attention from the
Canadian planning profession.6
The recent planning awards featured the
best international work of Canadian planners. This is quite a change from the first
issue of Plan Canada, when Ralph
Rookwood summarized relevant professional practice from around the world, in
hope that Canadian planners might learn
from these experiences. Canada was a net
importer of professional planners and planning ideas in the 1950s and 1960s. Five
decades later, Canadian planners produced
award-winning plans for communities in
Brazil, Jordan, Palestine, the UK and the
USA. Other Canadian projects have been
honoured with major planning awards in
other countries, such as the Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe, which won
the American Planning Association’s Daniel
Burnham Award in 2007.
The Vision in Planning (vip) Awards,
another interesting development from the
past decade, has highlighted plans that
have clearly improved the quality of life of
communities by sustained implementation
over the long term. For example, the 1975
Vancouver Livable Region Strategic Plan
received a vip award in 2002, the 1974/1985
Niagara Escarpment Commission Plan was
honoured in 2004 and Winnipeg’s 1986
The Forks urban revitalization plan was
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Winner of the 2010 Award for Planning Excellence for
Environmental Planning, 100-Year Sustainability Vision: City of
North Vancouver by the UBC Design Centre for Sustainability.
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S

ince 1997, the Awards committee has evaluated material
published in the journal in order to choose outstanding short
and feature articles worthy of special recognition. As stipulated
on the CIP web site, the selection criteria include “the extent to
which the article serves the needs and interests of readers; the
writing style and clarity of the piece; and professional journalism
including insight, imagination, depth of reporting and analysis;
and demonstrated leadership and innovation.” Contributors

of the award-winning material have
brought wisdom and passion to the pages
of in their zeal to strengthen planning theory and practice. This review of the
winning feature articles published before
and including 2008 brings to the forefront
some of the main issues authors have discussed and draws attention to as the
journal moves into its second half century.
Who were the authors responsible for
the award-winning manuscripts? In total,
13 papers (two were designated in 1998)
were written by 16 different authors and it’s
a distinguished line-up: Larry Beasley,
invested into the Order of Canada as a
member, and most of the others are celebrated in their particular fields,
representing a balance of academics and
practitioners. Four of these authors were
installed as Fellows of cip either shortly
before or after publishing their award-winning articles. Seven others are cip
Members, meaning that two-thirds of the
authors were or still are professional planners in Canada.

The articles can be placed in two interrelated clusters, one focusing mainly on the
nature of urbanization and the other primarily analyzing planning processes and
planners’ roles. The urbanization group
was largely concerned with urban form
though, in many cases, also with the political aspects of development. In an early
article Pamela Blais drew planners’ attention to “key areas of the impact of
information and telecommunications technology” and how they related to planners.
Larry Bourne provided a scathing critique
of urban sprawl that, without underplaying
environmental and social concerns, emphasized the political agendas that had
permeated the debate. Geoff Batzel and
Daniel Haufschild showed that cities in
Canada performed favourably on a world
scale in terms of population size, growth
rates and services but also that there were
“institutional impediments” to dealing
with deteriorating conditions. Jill Grant
questioned whether the new urbanism
would ever deliver on its various promises,

BY IAN SKELTON

though Gordon Price analyzed land use
and transportation in Vancouver, and provided the optimistic outlook that given the
right circumstances, people can shift from
automobile dependency very quickly.
Comparing two particular articles demonstrates just how contentious the
interpretation of planning issues can be.
Recognizing a degree of spatial segregation
between different population groups, David
Ley and Annick Germain envisioned a
“subtle model of ethnic diversity” through
immigration, while Judith Maxwell warned
about the dangers of creating “a new
Canadian underclass” through
ghettoization.
Articles in the planning process group
addressed political issues very directly. In
their retrospective of regional planning, Ira
Robinson and Gerald Hodge called for “institutional arrangements for governance” and
the inclusion of local and sectoral interests.
While public participation has been widely
favoured for this, Michael Seelig and Julie
Seelig argued that in the CityPlan process in
Vancouver it was “pursued to the level of
absurdity.” In his inspirational article, which
also drew on experiences in Vancouver,
Larry Beasley contended that planning had
found a footing and was “the influential profession for urbanism” as popular opinion
and the political climate were opening
opportunities. Joe Berridge lamented the
inertia of bureaucracies, but gave examples
showing that they could be transformed into
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1997

Michael Seelig and Julie Seelig.
cityplan: participation of abdication?

1998

Pamela Blais.
the shape of the information city: understanding the
impacts of the information revolution on city form

1998

Ira M. Robinson and Gerald Hodge.
canadian regional planning at 50: growing pains

1999

Jill Grant.
can planning save the suburbs?

2000

David Ley and Annick Germain.
immigration and the changing
social geography of large canadian cities

2001

Larry Bourne.
the urban sprawl debate:
myths, realities and hidden agendas

2002

Gordon Price.
the view from ’56: thoughts on the short-term
future of transportation planning

2003

Judith Maxwell.
sustainable cities

2004

Larry Beasley.
moving forward in canadian communities:
soliloquy of an urbanist

2005

Jill Grant.
rethinking the public interest as a planning concept

2006

Joe Berridge.
the creative city

2007

Geoff Batzel and Daniel Haufschild.
canada and the urban world

2008

R. Christopher Edey.
the print media and planning
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creative entities through the exercise of flexibility, innovation, risk and leadership.
Lurking in the background of many articles, and standing in the foreground of
some, was a conceptualization of the role of
planners in serving the public good.
Readers may recall the historical Roebuck/
Sifton/Adams Convention1 that “land can be
efficiently managed for an identifiable public good through the effective application of
scientific knowledge.” Many will recognize
the search for the “single right answer” in
this Convention. Yet Grant’s thorough
review of the public interest undermined
the certainty that this construct is available
to us and useful for us, and showed that
when used to justify planning alternatives
there is usually a more partisan position
behind it. I think the arguments apply to
the public good as well. Alternatives can be
found in the articles discussed here. Beasley
advised us to build support for bold visions
by tapping interests, not taking positions.
Christopher Edey reminded us that a “convincing narrative” is essential for forming
the way people relate to planning issues.
The feature articles winning the Plan
Canada Award have brought significant,
contemporary issues to the readers’ attention. They embrace the political nature of
planning and offer ways of moving beyond
portraying a particular position as best for
everyone, towards new roles for planners
engaging strategically with constituencies.
As Jill Grant argues in this issue of
Plan Canada, cip members should get
involved with sharing their experiences
in the journal—this is a vital source of productive debate. N
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SUMMARY Despite numerous cries about a “critical shortage” of
planners in Canada around 1967, a study by the author did not
bear out the claim. It showed among other things that the number of planners had grown to nearly 650 and that an abundant
supply of new planners was being provided by Canadian planning schools. A review of this study provides a picture of
Canadian planning and planners at about the midway point in
the Institute’s 91-year history.
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RÉSUMÉ Malgré de nombreuses inquiétudes d’une pénurie cri-

tique de planificateurs au Canada vers 1967, une étude réalisée
par l’auteur n’a pu soutenir cet argument. Entre autre, l’étude a
démontré que le nombre de planificateurs frôlait 650, et que les
écoles canadiennes d’urbanisme produisaient une abondance de
nouveaux planificateurs. Un examen de cette étude jette un
regard éclairé sur l’urbanisme et la planification au Canada au
point milieu de l’historique de 91 ans de l’Institut.

PART OF THE WAY IT WAS
Canadian Planning and Planners in 1967

W

hen I learned recently that membership in the Canadian
Institute of Planners is approaching 8,000, I thought back
to the years leading up to Canada’s Centennial when it was not
uncommon to read and hear about the “critical shortage” of planners in this country. Although a lot of the demand for planners

emanated from the Central (now Canada)
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, it
seemed contradictory to me. I knew that
the University of Toronto planning program, where I taught, and the other four
schools were graduating about 60 new
planners each year. Maybe the claim
needed to be challenged: what better place
to test it than at cmhc . . . have the agency
fund a thorough investigation to verify
the claims of planning vacancies in local
governments and provincial and federal
agencies. The study I undertook produced
a view (albeit a partial one) of Canadian
planners and planning 43 years ago.1
The project was initiated to determine
what I called the demand and supply of
planners and was comprised of several studies. The first was to determine where the
planners of the day carried out their planning, the types of agencies that hired them
and where they were located in the country.
This constituted the statistical side of the
demand for planners and was obtained
through direct contact with almost all of the
nearly 200 agencies employing planners in

Canada including municipal, regional,
provincial and federal governments as well
as universities, and private consultancies.
Overall, what it proved was that the number
of people carrying out professional planning
tasks in 1967 totalled almost 650. A second
aspect of the study was to determine the
educational and professional backgrounds
of the personnel the agencies sought for
their planning tasks. As it turned out, twothirds had a degree or diploma in planning.
Another analysis consisted of looking at the
demographic, physical development, and
economic variables of municipalities—the
largest employers of planners—to examine
how any of these things might influence
their demand for planning personnel. The
only factor of any real consequence was
population size: the threshold level for hiring a planner was determined to be a
population of 25,000 to 30,000 citizens.
On the supply side, the role of the five
Canadian planning schools was examined,
including the regional origins of their students and to which regions their students
went upon graduation. There were no great

BY GERALD HODGE

surprises here; most students chose a university in their home region and then
stayed there upon graduation. To this was
added information obtained about the disciplines from which planners were being
drawn, including the region and kind of
planning agency. It was then possible
to draw a broad picture of the situation of
Canadian planners and planning and also
to make comparisons with the state of
affairs in the U.S. from a study undertaken
by the American Institute of Planners a year
earlier.2 The results of that comparison
showed that just over 40 percent of planners in both countries had studied either
engineering or architecture (including,
in the U.S., landscape architecture) while
seven percent of Canadian planners had
no university degree at all. A point of
clarification regarding who we defined
as professional planners in Canada: they
included all those holding professional
planning posts in the agency where they
were employed. In other words, they were
defined by the job they held, which in most
cases coincided with a requirement of
membership in (or eligibility for) either
the Town Planning Institute of Canada
or a provincial planning institute.
What then were the main features
of this picture of planners and planning
in Canada in 1967?

>

>

>

>
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of British Columbia, Manitoba, Toronto,
Université de Montréal and McGill (the
latter until it closed temporarily in 1968).
These schools graduated the largest
number of professional planners in
Canada, about 70 per year, or 85 percent
of yearly growth.
Returning to the impetus for this study,
it seems clear that in 1967, the shortage of
planners—if it existed—certainly wasn't
“critical”. The planning schools were capable of producing enough planners every
year to fill the modest number of vacancies
claimed at the time. Moreover, changes
were occurring in this source of supply
even as the study was underway. By the
early 1970s, the number of annual graduates had doubled as five more universities
introduced planning training programs
(Ottawa, Queen’s, Ryerson, Waterloo, and
York). This does not address the question
as to whether agencies could hire planners
with the exact skill set or necessary experience they required. At the conclusion of the
study, it was evident that there was no real
shortage of planners in Canada, and even
localized demands would soon be met by
Canadian planning schools, and to some
degree through immigration. Last but not
least, the days of a male-dominated profession were quickly changing.
To recap, this portrait of Canadian
planning and planners was “taken” near
the midway point, marking 91 years of

professional planning in Canada. Thomas
Adams and his colleagues formed the
Town Planning Institute of Canada in May
of 1919 with 117 members and membership
was limited to architects, engineers, landscape architects, surveyors, sculptors,
artists, and sociologists; lawyers could
seek associate membership. In 1952, after
a hiatus caused by economic depression
and wwii, the Institute was revived. There
were only 60 members at that time but a
different outlook was emerging with the
addition of new graduates of Canadian
planning schools and a coterie of émigré
planners from Britain, France, and the U.S.
By 1961, there were 320 planners practicing in Canada. The picture changed when
by 1967 the number of planners doubled to
over 600 and that pace of growth has continued. In 2010 there are close to 8,000
professional planners in Canada (according to cip membership numbers), and
a wonderful new diversity continues to
stimulate our profession. N
GERALD HODGE has taught and
practiced planning since 1960. He is the
originating author of Planning Canadian
Communities and, most recently, The
Geography of Aging: Preparing Communities for the Surge in Seniors. He is Professor
Emeritus of Urban and Regional Planning
at Queen’s University and lives on Hornby
Island BC. He can be reached at:
haiga@telus.net
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The number of people filling professional planning positions reached
almost 650. (The improbably precise
number I reported was 639.) At the
same time, there were 87 planning jobs
that agencies claimed they could not
fill, ostensibly a shortfall of 14 percent.
Just over one-third (35 percent) of
those holding professional planning
positions were employed by municipal
governments; 29 percent by private
consultants; regional and provincial
agencies accounted for nine percent
each; and the remainder (18 percent)
were employed in the federal government, universities, private business, and
public agencies (i.e., the National Capital
Commission).
The kinds of planning agencies differed
according to where they were located,
with proportionally more regional agencies in the West, more municipal
agencies and consultancies in Ontario
and Quebec, and few agencies of any
type in Atlantic Canada.
Almost all Canadian planners (93 percent) held either university or college
degrees or diplomas, an almost identical
number to the U.S. (94 percent) a year
earlier.
Two-thirds of professional planners in
Canada held a degree in planning:
55 percent from Canadian universities,
nearly one-quarter from British universities, and the remainder mostly from
U.S. and French universities. About
30 percent held degrees in disciplines
other than in planning.
Canadian planners were relatively
young; half of them were 35 or younger
and half of them had spent 10 years or
less working in the field since receiving
their university degrees; (no gender data
were gathered reflecting the state of
affairs at the time). Canadian universities providing education for planning
(from west to east, were the Universities
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SUMMARY cip and the affiliates have expanded rapidly over
recent years. This paper reports on comments provided by
affiliates concerning membership numbers, levels of planning
activity and rates of professional certification. Economic and
other contextual factors were widely mentioned, but the activity
of the institutions themselves was also seen to have important
influences on their vitality.

CIP AND AFFILIATES
BY THE NUMBERS
The growth of professional planning
institutions in Canada since 1967 BY IAN SKELTON
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RÉSUMÉ cip et ses sociétés affiliées ont connu une forte croissance
ces dernières années. Cet article rend compte des observations
fournies par les affiliés au sujet du chiffre des membres, les
niveaux d’activités de planification et les taux de certification
professionnelle. De plus, bien que l’économie et d’autres facteurs
contextuels ont été largement notés par les intervenants, l’activité
des institutions elles-mêmes semble également influer leur vitalité
de façon significative.
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Professional planning institutions in Canada
and the USA have expanded rapidly and
they perform key functions.1 Their publications create and disseminate the knowledge
base that defines their areas of expertise;
their internal codes set rules and standards
of practice; their public education and
political strategies influence the operating
environment; and, last but not least, their
member services provide support to
practitioners.
As planning is becoming increasingly
globalized,2 as diversity issues become
increasingly important,3 and as planning
institutions are rethinking aspects of the
discipline, 4 it seems opportune to support
the discussion in Canada about membership issues within the planning movement
by exploring the circumstances in which
planners become members of the institutions, and earn professional credentials.
This article reports on a project that aimed
to do this by tapping into experiences of
the cip affiliates.
In early 2010, I sent factsheets to each
affiliate including historical membership
information in graphic form.5 The graphs,
some of which are reproduced here, covered

the period 1967–2008, and depicted for the
affiliate and cip: the number of members,
membership standardized by population,
and the percentage that professional (fcip +
mcip) members made of the total. Each factsheet included a series of questions about
the trend in the affiliate and any divergences
from the national pattern. Affiliate executives designated one or more members as
respondents, who provided comments giving a rich sense of the histories. My purpose
here is to suggest common experiences in
membership issues rather than to prompt
comparisons, so I analyzed respondents’
texts for general principles.6
In what follows, I describe the membership growth and provide a synthesis of
the respondents’ comments organized
around the two main themes emerging
in the analysis: explanations of different
levels of planning activity across time
and space; and of why people join the professional institutions.
MEMBERSHIP COUNTS:
CIP AND AFFILIATES

There were just over 600 cip members in
1967, and membership grew rapidly over
most of the 1970s to the early 1980s. From

ACCOUNTING FOR LEVELS
OF PLANNING ACTIVITY

Beyond population growth, respondents
from most of the affiliates pointed to economic circumstances as a main driver of
the level of planning activity: expansion of
production and land development create
the need for planning work, which in turn
leads to jobs in the private sector and to
the capability of the public sector to hire
planners or purchase planning services.
Conversely, lower economic activity and
declining development markets reduce private sector planning work and put
pressure on provincial governments to
restrict municipal and regional planning. I
had suggested in the factsheets that uncertainty about the future of the discipline in
the context of nafta might have been a

force the municipalities to assume new
functions and consequently foster hiring at
the local level. Specific provincial initiatives,
in environmental planning for example,
have recently created planning jobs.
ACCOUNTING FOR PLANNERS
BECOMING MEMBERS

One respondent raised the issue that in
certain countries architects often act as
planners, so while the figures for Quebec
may show fewer planners per capita than
cip, in its cultural context the province
should be considered relatively well supplied. Respondents from some affiliates
mentioned legislation that regulates planning, such as the name acts allowing only
cip members to describe themselves as
planners, as a boost to membership. Several
respondents indicated that employers
requiring cip membership and paying
annual fees are important supports.
Respondents from several affiliates
reported that institutional activity influences membership levels. With the effect
of reducing the numbers, periodic reviews
of the membership lists, locally or by cip
when it assumed the administration, filtering out provisional members whose time
to certify had lapsed. Conversely, respondents from several affiliates described
initiatives that they felt had strong positive
influences. Among these are opportunities
for internship and mentoring that ease the
entrance of newer members.
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negative factor in the 1990s but most
respondents didn’t comment, and those
that did were not convinced.
Respondents in some of the smaller
affiliates identified settlement patterns as a
persistent factor: many of the low-density,
rural or unincorporated areas do not have
municipal or regional administrations that
can afford planning staff. Respondents in
both large and small affiliates noted that
when planning is done in such areas, the
planners are often located in larger centres
in other affiliates.
Recognition of the value of planning
was mentioned as contributing to the
expansion of the discipline in the 1970s.
This was expressed by some respondents as
a popular sentiment in favour of planning
as a counter-force to unsound resource use
and environmental degradation, and by
others as increased citizen participation
in planning. Respondents pointed to the
consequences of a favourable political and
economic climate for planning: the development of provincial planning systems
and legislation and long-term provincial
funding for local planning, leading to the
growth of planning and the hiring of
planners in municipal and upper-tier
administrations.
The role of provincial governments in
affecting the level of planning activity in
the more recent part of the time period took
different forms. Downloading and downsizing diminishes municipalities’ capacity to
pay for planning, yet can at the same time
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1983 to 1988 growth was uneven, and the
membership in 1985 (2,780) was six per
cent below the 1982 figure. This likely
reflects the economic downturn early in the
decade. In 1988 cip membership was back
at the 1982 level, and by 1989 it appeared
to be rising again. Growth slackened from
1992 to 2001, but after 2002 it has been
strong, surpassing 7,600 by 2008.
Standardizing membership by the national
population gives about 0.3 per 10,000 in
1967, rising to close to 1.0 by the end of the
1970s. By 2008, after rapid growth over the
2000s, there were about 2.3 cip members
per 10,000.
The growth of most of the affiliates has
shared commonalities with the national
trend. The main exception is Quebec,
which entered an automatic membership
agreement in 2003 so the cip figures prior
to that year under-represent membership in
that province. Ontario, which has in the
neighbourhood of half the national membership, has consistently had per capita
rates higher than cip, ending the period
about 2.9 per 10,000. pibc has had membership levels close to though a little higher
than cip. In Alberta the combined effects of
the recession and the National Energy
Program were probably at play, as membership growth was apprehended in the early
1980s for almost a decade. The other affiliates are smaller and their membership rates
have been lower than the national average.
With smaller numbers, their fluctuations
appear to be magnified.
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DIVERSIFICATION OF GENDER
AMONG CIP MEMBERSHIP

The report of the 2009 Framework
Partners Inc. survey of the cip membership is linked to the cip home page. While
the membership is 40 percent women and
60 percent men, additional analysis of the
survey data done for this issue of Plan
Canada shows that the gender balance
among cip members is changing. Several
indicators show that women are outnumbering men among the newer members.
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In total, 61 percent of the membership
has professional credentials (Mcip or Fcip).
The professional membership is largely
male: 34 per cent women and 66 per cent
men, but for the nonprofessional membership the figures are more or less balanced,
at 52 percent women and 48 percent men.
Women make up just over half of members who joined more recently whereas
men predominate among longer-term
members. The under 5 year group is 53
percent women, and men outnumber

women in the 5–10 year group. Men comprise over 70% of those who have been
members over 10 years.
Length of membership is reflected in
members’ career level. Among entry-level
planners women are in the majority, and
among mid-level planners the genders are
almost equally represented. Among
senior-level planners and management,
however, men predominate.
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Respondents also described communication strategies that help raise the profile
of the affiliate and the discipline, increasing awareness of what planners do. These
strategies were seen to foster interest
among non-members and to consolidate
member support. Other tactics included
political work to ensure that planners were
‘at the table’ influencing provincial decision-making. Respondents from some
larger affiliates suggested a scale factor: it
can take a high level of resources to promote the discipline. Finally, respondents
from a number of affiliates argued that the
planning schools boosted numbers, particularly where students could join with
discretionary fee structures.
The proportion of cip members with professional planning credentials has declined
over the period, from about 80 per cent in



CONCLUSION



Membership in cip and the affiliates grew
considerably over the 1967–2008 period.
Respondents in the study argue that patterns of growth can be linked to the
political and economic climate yet also
that activities of the institutions have had
significant influence on enhancing the
visibility and status of the discipline and
in shaping policy.
As optimistic and consequential as
these outcomes may be, the absent discussions are more significant looking ahead.
With a few exceptions, planning institutions in Canada have not examined the
composition of their membership. A concerted effort to understand the different
processes through which members of a
diverse population become members of
the institutions will be key to strengthening planning for the future. N
















pibc Membership, 1967–2008

1967 to 55 per cent in 2008. Respondents
clarified that growth of membership is
generally done through the addition of provisional members, so the decline is to be
expected. They also reported that in periods
of restraint fewer provisional members join
and existing provisional members, who
have less seniority, lose their jobs and may
be forced to let membership slide.
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PLANNING IN
THE PUBLIC EYE
E

very year I begin the ﬁrst lecture of my introductory planning methods course at the University of Toronto by asking
the incoming graduate students a simple question: Why did you
choose to do a graduate degree focusing on planning?

In response, the common theme that
emerges, amidst comments about seeing a
planning degree as a route to a stable, wellpaying job, is the notion that students have
chosen planning because they view it as an
opportunity to make a positive contribu-

tion in their communities. Through the
skills that they will develop in planning
school, and the types of jobs that they
expect to get upon graduation, students see
the planning profession as a way to be
meaningfully engaged in the decision-mak-

BY MATTI SIEMIATYCKI

ing processes that will shape the places
that are most important to them.
In the two years that I have carried out
this informal survey, I have found myself
gratified and emboldened by my students’
optimism. For practitioners of planning,
and those who study the science and art of
public decision-making, it is easy to get
caught up in the detail of every procedural
twist and turn, the pessimism over missed
opportunity and battles lost, and the fear

During the massive programs
of urban renewal in the 1950s
and 1960s, planning was often
intertwined with the strong arm
of the state, providing technical
rationales to displace residents
and change the face of cities in the
name of progress and modernity.
emerged by accident. Sure, increasing
urbanization and a growing recognition of
the importance of cities in a global economy and ecosystem have contributed
significantly to planning’s rising standing.
At the same time there are at least three
proactive practices, driven forward by
planning professionals and scholars, which
have positively shaped the way that planning as a discipline interfaces with the
wider community.
First, over the past half century, growing
efforts have been made to open up planning decision-making to wider public
collaboration and inclusion, positioning
planners as working with rather than simply for communities. In his wonderful book
Planning in a Human Way, Harry Lash summarizes the surprisingly simple rationale
for involving the public in one of the first
collaborative planning processes in Canada.
“Quite suddenly, early in 1972, we did dis-

cover the signpost” wrote Lash, the
planning director for the Greater Vancouver
Regional District during the formulation of
the Livable Region Plan. “Abandon the idea
that planners must know the goals first and
define the problem; ask the people what
they see as the issues, problems and opportunities of the region.”² (p. ⁷⁴)
This novel approach to planning faced
considerable scepticism, as critics argued
that it diminished the role of the planner
as a trained expert, undermined the definition of planning knowledge as being
scientifically constructed, and turned over
control for decision-making to community
members with the loudest voice, their own
sets of interests and biases. Yet over three
decades after the drafting of the Livable
Region Plan, a broadening of the meaning
of planning knowledge to include individual lived experiences, and involving the
public in decision-making are hallmarks of
the planning processes in Canada. However disquieting and tension-fraught
community consultations can be, planning
in a more inclusive way has expanded the
public visibility of planning issues, situated
the practice of planning at the core of the
public decision-making process, and when
meaningfully conducted, built credibility
and respect for the plans produced.
To engage a wider range of community
members, many planning agencies have
sought to harness new technologies and
outreach tools. For instance at Waterfront
Toronto, the crown corporation charged
with revitalizing a large swath of the
city’s disused waterfront, redevelopment
plans have been translated into short
illustrative videos and posted on YouTube.
In their first four months online, these
videos were viewed more than 14,000
times.³ And planning bodies are increasingly setting up social media sites to
create group discussions about the merits
of specific visions and plans. At the same
time, social media has provided opponents of planning initiatives with a forum
to build support for their movements,
disseminate information that counters
the official planning narrative, and create pressure for change. Through the use
of new media approaches, planners are
finding innovative ways to engage in twoway conversations with citizens about the
problems their communities face, and
how they should be solved.
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neighbourhoods, or the appropriateness of
road tolls. In Toronto for instance, much of
the 2010 mayoral election campaign has
been framed around a perceived war
between cyclists and car drivers, over the
allocation of scarce road space and whether
user charges should be levied on motorists
to pay for improved transportation infrastructure.¹ Additionally land use conflicts
over the densities and configurations of
specific developments prominently define
councillor elections at the ward level.
What is important to note is that the
relative health and public prominence of
the planning profession today have not
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of uncertainty about project goals and outcomes. Amidst these very real concerns,
taking a step back and listening to those
who are coming fresh to the field of planning can serve as a reminder of the
potential for positive change embodied
within the planning system, the reason
why so many experienced practitioners
entered the field and remain in it today.
To be certain, planning is not unequivocally a force for positive change. As
students become more immersed in the
history and theory of planning practice,
they learn that the profession has faced
moments of existential crisis, when critics
legitimately questioned the positive mission of planning as a discipline. In the first
half of the 20th century, city planning and
design served to legitimize and symbolize
the power of colonial empires and fascist
regimes. During the massive programs of
urban renewal in the 1950s and 1960s,
planning was often intertwined with the
strong arm of the state, providing technical
rationales to displace residents and change
the face of cities in the name of progress
and modernity. Decades later, in the 1980s,
critics contended that the act of city planning intervened in free market forces for
land acquisition and development, curtailing individual freedoms and causing
inefficient resource allocations.
Despite these moments, for which planning has faced deep criticism about its
social role, I would contend that the discipline is not in one of these low ebbs today.
Quite the contrary, the field of planning
has rarely been healthier, or more centrally
involved in the shaping of public debate
and policy. At a global scale, during the
deep economic recession of the late 2000s,
governments around the world turned to
infrastructure spending on transit, social
housing, community centres, and libraries.
These investment programs were intended,
if with mixed results in practice, to both
stimulate economic growth in the short
term, and transform communities so that
in the long term they would be more economically competitive, environmentally
sustainable, and socially equitable. More
locally, municipal election campaigns in
cities across Canada are now often fought
and won on issues that at their core are
planning considerations, such as the implementation of bicycle lanes, the location of
social housing, the redevelopment of urban
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Second, as part of the process to make
planning more inclusive of diverse communities, considerable efforts have been
made to promote diversity within the planning profession, so that practitioners better
reflect the communities in which they
work. To this end, encouraging inclusivity
in planning goes beyond better engaging
diverse publics in decision-making, and
rather reaches right to the core of who is
considered a planner, and how planners
are being trained. At many planning
schools, the demographics of the student
body are becoming more varied, supported
by active recruitment processes that
encourage applications from students with
diverse ethnic backgrounds, socio-economic statuses, sexual orientations, and
places of residence in both urban and rural
communities.
At the same time, the planning curriculum is evolving so that students are trained
to carry out planning in contexts characterized by difference, inequality and
imbalances of power. Books like Leonie
Sandercock’s Towards Cosmopolis have
become mainstays on the reading list of
planning theory courses, inspiring a generation of students to recognize the presence
of diversity in cities, and the role that planning has in fostering tolerance and
resolving conflicts around the allocation of
scarce resources.⁴ And practitioners with
experience working in deeply divided communities have been hired to teach courses
at planning schools across the country. As
two such examples, Norma-Jean McLaren
and Nathan Edelson at the University of
British Columbia and Uzma Shakir at the
University of Toronto have left an indelible
mark on their students by enabling them
to situate their own position within communities with complex power dynamics.
These emerging curricula equip the next
generation of planners with the tools, capacity and critical self-reflection to perform
in cross-cultural settings, where greater collaboration and inclusivity are expected.
A third trend that has supported a growing public prominence for planning is
recognition that the practice of planning
does not just take place in government
offices. Planners work in a variety of settings including municipal planning
departments and senior government
offices, businesses and community-based
organizations. To this end, planners work

to develop and further state policies. But
planners also work alongside and in opposition to the state, using their professional
training to empower marginalized groups,
or as part of organizations seeking policies
that contradict the government of the day.
Thus the contemporary view of planning is
broadened from one reflecting public contact with municipal staff that historically
may be one way and top down, to a wider
range of interactions between communities
and those trained and working as planners.
Even as planning practitioners and educators have made strides to address past
shortcomings in the profession, the goal of
harnessing planning as an unequivocal
force for positive change remains elusive.
For every past wrong that is righted, new
challenges emerge. And in a post-modern
take on planning, there is a lack of consensus about what positive change actually
means. Against this backdrop, there are
two key questions for the nascent planners
entering the profession today with great
optimism, as well as those long-time practitioners who have remained hopeful about
the beneficial role of planning. Can we
meaningfully learn from our past experiences, and creatively use the tools at our
disposal, to address the complexity of planning problems today? Can we use planning
as a tool to resolve some of the most vexing
challenges facing Canadian communities?
These include the tension between economic growth and environmental
preservation, the urge to dream of change
on a massive scale and the desire for maintaining historical continuity, and the ever
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growing need to find ways of paying for
public infrastructure and services that do
not saddle future generations with
unsustainable debt. Every year on the first
day of class, after meeting the 30 new students that enter my introductory planning
class at the University of Toronto, I am left
optimistic about the answer to these questions and the future of planning. N
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of planning approaches that foster innovation can be found in both practical and
intellectual spheres. In turn, practitioners
and academics can learn from each other at
the same time that they support the needs
of diverse communities. This kind of
exchange is a healthy element of self-regulation and also informs the sometimes
contentious negotiations that occur during
the accreditation processes of our university
planning programs. Ultimately, if the pff is
an act of hope for the profession, then a key
outcome could be improved communication
among planning practitioners, academics,
and diverse publics about how to improve
our world. Taken in this light, pff will help
the profession to better address its challenges. Together, planning academics and
practitioners will more effectively build a
foundation from which junior planners
launch their careers in numerous directions

SUMMARY This article proposes three key approaches to a
hopeful future for the planning profession. It provides examples
of how the profession has taken action using these approaches
and where it could go further. The author concludes that the
Planning for the Future program and greater collaboration
between practitioners and academics will play vital roles in
transforming the future of planning.

and tackle contemporary planning issues.
The context which defines the future of
planning pedagogy and practice also ventures beyond the parameters of pff. Within
a broader societal context, I propose three
key approaches to a hopeful future for the
planning profession: integrated approaches
to planning, equity and equitable
approaches to professional practice, and
‘decolonizing’ planning practices. Together
these approaches help us to reflect upon
established practices in the planning profession, and upon where our own practices are
located in relation to specialized fields
within planning (e.g., social, environmental,
and land use planning) and across the professions (e.g., law and engineering). By
having a better grasp of what planning is
and where we are currently in our respective roles as educators and practitioners, it is
my hope that we can work together to

RÉSUMÉ Cet article propose trois approches clé pour un avenir
prometteur pour la profession d’urbaniste. Il fournit des exemples de
la façon dont la profession a mis ces approches en marche et où elle
pourrait les développer plus loin. L’auteur conclut que le programme
« Le futur de l’urbanisme » ainsi qu’une plus grande collaboration
entre les praticiens et les universitaires joueront un rôle crucial dans
la transformation de l’avenir de la planification urbaine.
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The Planning for the Future (pff) program of the Canadian Institute of Planners
(cip) is setting new standards for continuous
improvement of the profession throughout
Canada. pff can play an integral role in
helping cip to better represent the profession in the public realm. In particular, it can
show the public how the work of planners is
different from the contributions made by
other professions who purport to do planning. pff, however, will only work if
planning practitioners and academics work
together in its implementation and evaluation. By putting the planning profession
further into the public eye, pff reveals the
obvious: that planning pedagogy and
research do not always mirror the needs
and interests of current practitioners. The
reverse can also be stated: that practice does
not always reflect current planning research
and teaching. Critical distance and a variety
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lanning is a hopeful and forward-looking profession. As planners, we face a number of challenges
that will determine our actions over the years to come. Some of these are foundational to professional practice (e.g., planning with diverse communities, elements of ethical practice), while others are
based on a growing awareness of imperatives that link global and local conditions, most importantly,
mitigating and adapting to climate change. These challenges will no doubt inform what we teach and
how we train future planners, as well as how planners conduct their practice and with whom.

envision where we need to be as a profession, and how to get there. With this in
mind, I show how developments in Web 2.0
technology are opening new opportunities
for information exchange both inside and
outside our planning classrooms.
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Integration is a core skill for cip members
whereby “[p]lanners integrate the goals of
sustainable development, good government
and economic viability when evaluating
proposals and strategies.”¹ I propose that
integration is more than a skill; it is an
approach that connects and relates land use,
environmental, and social aspects of planning to each other. While integrated
approaches to planning are not new, they
are increasingly necessary. Public health
professionals and planners have been
addressing the impact of the built environment on health and quality of life,
particularly in the late 20th century.² However, with growing rates of obesity and
rampant sprawl we need to better integrate
cogent areas in the planning profession in
order to build healthier, active and sustainable communities. We can already see some
of this work happening through the collaborative healthy community initiatives of
the Government of Ontario and the Ontario
Professional Planners Institute (oppi)³ and
by our public health authorities across
Canada.⁴ Planning for healthy communities
and active transportation offers opportunities for public-private partnerships too
and for connecting different professionals,
such as health practitioners, occupational
therapists, planners, architects and engineers.⁵ Furthermore, cip’s initiative on
climate change is a strong example of forward thinking and partnership building
among universities and the planning profession.⁶ Ongoing partnerships like these
and exchanges of ideas and practices are
required if we are to contend with the economic, social, and environmental
ramifications of uncontrolled growth and
land use development, as well as natural
resource speculation on and off our shores.
An increased commitment to fostering sustainability in our communities across
Canada will encourage, if not demand,
more integrated approaches to planning
and community development across the
generations.

EQUITY AND EQUITABLE
APPROACHES

Equity is not only vital to strengthening
our communities and to building more
healthy and sustainable communities, it is
also vital to fostering fairness and pointing out injustices, if not addressing them
outright. Planners play a crucial role in
fostering equity through professional
practice and teaching. Community service
learning is one way of building equity
between professionalized knowledge and
community-based knowledge in planning.
Furthermore, equitable planning practices
can be fostered through mutually constituted ethical guidelines, by which I mean
something different from those driven
by the profession for the profession, or by
universities for university-based researchers, or purely by planning clients and
communities. Ethical practice goes handin-hand with equitable practice. As practice
exposes planners to different contexts and
engages them with different groups, it will
become increasingly important to develop
guidelines for engagement that meet the
parameters of ethics across professional
and public realms. In this way, equity is
both a political concept and a practice that
reflects what Nancy Fraser calls “a parity
of participation” as well as a struggle to
achieve fairness in the representation of
different groups, recognition, and redistribution of resources.⁷
As I have noted elsewhere, from the
standpoint of professional planning, there
are many of us who are investigating how
to practice equitable planning.⁸ I reiterate
here the view that developing a committee
on issues of equity within cip and its affiliates, to focus on representation and
recognition of diversity within the profession, that includes a review of membership,
could enable the profession to look inward
for answers about equity. The current intentions of the pff program for enabling
foreign-trained planners to enter the profession alongside their Canadian-educated and
trained counterparts are also reflective of a
potential to build greater equity among
would-be professional practitioners. It is
commendable that pff is promoting greater
access to the profession in this way. Furthermore, just as planners have been developing
age-friendly and children-friendly community designs, new legislation like Ontario’s

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities
Act (2005) reflects that planners have a role
not only in abiding by revised building
codes but also in terms of incorporating
principles and practices of disability accommodation into our public engagement
processes and our classrooms, if we have
not done so already.
DECOLONIZING PLANNING

As planning practitioners and academics
we must be culturally cognizant of how
planning is constituted by Canada’s everpresent colonial history. Racialized and
immigrant communities have made some
progress in enhancing their capacities to
plan for themselves by drawing from their
concomitant experiences of colonialism
and immigration.⁹ In addition, community planning that engages First Nations
and Aboriginal peoples of Canada through
intercultural exchange is ongoing.¹⁰ Under
these circumstances, what would it take
to release planning from its strong colonial attachment and engage in what Libby
Porter calls “a project of decolonizing
planning”?¹¹ In beginning to answer this
complex question, I propose that any
project that decolonizes planning must
recognize the damages done by colonial
institutional policies that, over time, have
dominated First Nations and Aboriginal
peoples. Such a project needs to recognize
that First Nations and Aboriginal peoples
have legitimate claims to knowledge that
are localized in place and in traditions other
than those within the planning profession
and other dominant deliberative democratic
processes. For example, the Arctic and
subarctic bioregions are key grounds where
First Nations are engaging in discourses of
climate change, resource-based planning,
and environmental impact assessment,
as well as forms of governance, decisionmaking and collective planning that may be
different from those we might experience
living and working far south of the 60th
parallel. A good example is the capacitybuilding, environmental assessment, and
land use planning initiatives undertaken
by the communities in the Mushkegowuk
Territories (western coast of James Bay) as
witnessed by Graham Whitelaw at Queen’s
University.¹² As academics and practitioners, we cannot simply wait to be invited to
help to alleviate the barriers that inhibit the

With the future in our sights, planners
of the 21st century have an opportunity
to harness Web 2.0 technology to better
communicate with each other and diverse
publics, across tangible and virtual borders.
Recent trends in Web 2.0 technology highlight urban issues as “social news”; evaluate
planning practices, sometimes in real-time;
and promote civic engagement.¹³ Exchanges on the Cyburbia web site¹⁴ are geared
toward planning professionals and occur
through chat rooms on various subjects;
the international reach is impressive. Some
threads of discussion reveal how planners
seek feedback from peers as well as gauge
input from a variety of participants. Spacing, on the other hand, cleverly promotes
the sharing of opinion about its blogs via
various social networking sites, such as
Facebook, reddit, and Twitter feeds.¹⁵ Our
city governments are also putting themselves “out there” in cyberspace to engage
citizens, voters and non-voters in municipal
issues. Sites like Speak Up Winnipeg and
Dialogue Vancouver¹⁶ are strong examples
of invitations for civic engagement; however, without evidence that posted opinions
and public suggestions are taken into
consideration, these sites run the risk of
contributing to a civic “digital ivory tower”.
While our future planners are setting
the stage for the use of new communication
technologies, not all of our classrooms and
planning offices have caught up yet. Nor, in
most cases, are all of us suitably equipped or
have sufficient work time available to consider the possibilities for Web 2.0 in our
respective practices. Given that some of our
colleagues in rural areas do not yet have the
infrastructure needed for the implementation of these technologies, print-copy
journals, like Plan Canada, and person-toperson or group exchanges are still
warranted. In the interest of equity, we
planners may consider getting involved in
leveling the technological playing field in

CONCLUSION

pff is an excellent start to fostering a
hopeful future for the planning profession through self-regulation, self-reflection,
and collective engagement among the
cip membership. Practitioners, academics, and students have the power to create
an atmosphere of hope, collaboration and
transformation for the profession and the
myriad peoples affected by planning practices. Throughout this article, I have shared
my insights into how our profession can
engage in approaches that build a path to a
hopeful future and I also pointed out areas
where we are already engaging in activities
that lead the way. We can continue to forge
a hopeful future by building equity into
our planning practices and into how we
teach and engage in planning research.
We can take a closer look at our planning
histories of cultural erasure and environmental degradation, and work at developing
practices that contribute to a complex project of decolonizing planning. And since
communication is the start to intercultural
and inter-professional exchanges, Web 2.0

communication technology is an important
emerging tool for the planning profession
to work with the public in all its facets. It is
my hope that the planning profession finds
new connections between academics and
practitioners and that we each take a critical
stance that involves not simply self-regulation, but also assessment on where we stand
as a profession within our various communities. We can create a hopeful future
for planning through critical reflection and
thoughtful intervention. N
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WEB 2.0 TECHNOLOGY
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF
THE CLASSROOM

how we exchange information and engage
with our diverse publics, at the same time
that we continue to engage in conventional
face-to-face interactions.
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capacity-building of aggrieved communities.
At the same time, emancipating planning
from its oppressive impacts requires that
we must learn how to reflect and act while
respecting the voice and legitimacy of First
Nations and Aboriginal communities.

LA POSITION AMBIGUË
DES URBANISTES
ARTICLE
REVU

entre ouverture et prise de position

PAR SOPHIE L. VAN NESTE

RÉSUMÉ Les urbanistes sont dans une position particulière :
entre ouverture au public et prise de position sur le bon développement urbain. Pour atténuer la tension entre ces deux éléments, je
suggère de 1) prendre comme point de départ notre propre subjectivité, en tant que professionnels, vis-à-vis de la ville et de 2) valoriser
les résultats de la participation et du débat publics.

SUMMARY Planners frequently straddle a unique position
between openness to public ideas and advocacy of appropriate
urban development. To ease the tension between these two elements, I suggest 1) taking our own subjectivity as professionals as
a starting point, and 2) validating the results of public participation and debate.

Dans cet essai, j’aimerais discuter des
défis associés à cet aspect politique de la
planification du point de vue des urbanistes, mais aussi du public. D’une part, je
mets l’accent sur le fait que les urbanistes
ne sont pas neutres, et qu’ils prennent position sur le développement de la ville. Ce
positionnement ne vient pas uniquement
d’une expertise technique, mais aussi d’une
subjectivité du professionnel dans son
expérience et sa vision de la ville. D’autre
part, la ville ne pourrait se résumer à ce
point de vue du professionnel. La multitude
d’expériences urbaines commande une
ouverture de la part des urbanistes, pour la
reconnaissance des expertises citoyennes
et des différentes réalités urbaines. Cet
engagement démocratique nécessite une
attention particulière du professionnel aux
stratégies de traduction vers le public.
Les urbanistes vivent quotidiennement
ce défi de reconnaissance des multiples
expériences urbaines dans un contexte
professionnel où ils prennent eux-mêmes
position. L’idéal du développement durable
montre aussi ces deux éléments en tension.

Dans la préface de la troisième édition de
son livre The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs écrivait : « This
book was instantly understood by foot
people, both actual and wishful. [. . .] Conversely, the book neither collaborated with
car people nor had an influence on them. It
still does not, as far as I can see. »
Pour Jacobs, la ville est vue différem-

LE POSITIONNEMENT DES
PROFESSIONNELS ET LA
MULTITUDE D’EXPÉRIENCES
URBAINES

Pour Jacobs, la ville est vue
différemment par le piéton et
l’automobiliste (et nous pourrions
ajouter les cyclistes). Dans les
années 1960, les planificateurs
étaient majoritairement, selon
Jacobs, des automobilistes.

ment par le piéton et l’automobiliste (et
nous pourrions ajouter les cyclistes). Dans
les années 1960, les planificateurs étaient
majoritairement, selon Jacobs, des automobilistes. Loin d’être neutres, ceux-ci avaient
une vision spécifique de la ville et de son
développement, vision liée à leur expérience d’automobiliste. Les piétons devaient
donc se faire entendre pour être pris en
compte.
Quelle est la situation aujourd’hui ?
Suivant les propositions de la ville durable,
la doctrine urbanistique est davantage
orientée vers le bien-être des piétons. Est-ce
parce qu’une plus large portion de la population se déplace à pied ? Les statistiques
sur le nombre toujours croissant d’automobiles suggèrent le contraire. C’est plutôt
parce que plusieurs urbanistes ont pris
position pour les piétons.
La position des urbanistes sur la
« bonne ville » implique des questions
de valeurs. Ces valeurs sont liées à leur
expérience subjective de la ville et celle-ci
ne peut pas être exhaustive. La multitude
des expériences urbaines dépasse bien sûr
la diversité des modes de déplacements.
Comment par exemple un enfant ou une
personne âgée expérimente-t-il la ville ?
Comment une immigrante récemment arrivée se sent-elle dans un espace public ? La
plupart des urbanistes et des citoyens n’en
ont aucune idée.
La position des urbanistes est liée non
seulement à leur propre expérience de la
ville mais aussi au contexte dans lequel ils
ou elles travaillent. Par exemple, l’option
d’une ville sans voitures peut apparaître
radicale au Canada, mais elle est une
option à Amsterdam. La définition de la
ville durable est donc subjective et contextuelle.
Imaginons une rue bondée de cyclistes
de tous âges, des jeunes enfants transportés dans un « bakfiets » (vélo-famille
avec boîte à l’avant pour les bambins), en
passant par l’homme d’affaires en cravate
jusqu’à la dame très âgée. Ce tableau est de
l’ordre de la fantaisie pour la plupart des
citadins et des urbanistes. C’est une réalité amsterdamoise qui nous échappe. Se
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D’une part, autant les Agenda 21 que la Loi
québécoise sur le développement durable
contiennent comme principe essentiel la
participation des citoyens. D’autre part, la
ville durable contient des principes normatifs sur le bon développement urbain : la
densification urbaine et le développement
des transports alternatifs à l’automobile
en sont des exemples. Ces propositions de
viabilité urbaine peuvent rencontrer des
oppositions (ce qui est souvent le cas pour
des enjeux de densité). Comment faire face
à ces tensions entre participation publique
et intervention urbaine durable ? La solution est dans la reconnaissance qu’il n’y a
pas de définition absolue de la ville durable,
mais que celle-ci ne peut qu’être culturelle,
contextuelle et itérative (redéfinie par
essais et erreurs).
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l y a déjà plus de vingt ans,
John Forester incitait les
urbanistes à considérer la
dimension politique de leur travail : « planners do not work on
neutral stage, an ideally liberal
setting in which all affected
interests have voice; they work
within political institutions, on
political issues, on problems
whose most basic technical
components (say, a population
projection) may be celebrated
by some, contested by others.
Any account of planning must
face these political realities. »1
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rendre compte des variantes contextuelles
entre villes peut permettre à la fois d’être
plus sensible aux difficultés de mise en
œuvre d’une nouvelle politique, et à la fois
d’être plus ouvert sur l’univers des possibles. S’ils le font à Amsterdam, pourquoi
pas ici ?
Malgré la complexité des enjeux et la
multiplicité des expériences urbaines, les
urbanistes prennent position. L’élaboration
de plans et de projets l’oblige. Devrionsnous préserver les bâtiments et la trame
historique du quartier Griffintown (Montréal) ou laisser la place à l’innovation de la
part du promoteur ? Le projet du nouveau
campus Outremont (Université de Montréal) peut-il se targuer d’être viable par la
seule présence de bâtiments écologiques,
ou l’intégration avec les quartiers pauvres
environnants est-elle aussi à prendre en
considération ?
D’où vient ce positionnement des urbanistes ? Les planificateurs sont-ils les seuls
experts de ce que devrait être la bonne
ville ? Les exemples cités ci-haut montrent
de nombreux enjeux politiques et sociaux
sur lesquels même les planificateurs les
plus éclairés manqueraient d’informations
et de légitimité politique pour trancher.
PARTICIPATION ET DÉBAT PUBLIC

Puisque de nombreuses réalités urbaines
nous échappent, et que la multitude de
points de vue demande des arbitrages et
des discussions, la participation publique
est une étape essentielle des processus de
planification. Elle permet de prendre connaissance des réalités minoritaires et des
options non traditionnelles. C’est dans
cette optique que le modèle de consultation
publique québécois s’est développé : pour
donner une voix aux citoyens autrement
non entendus².
L’urbaniste dispose d’instruments et
d’outils qui lui permettent d’orienter le
développement de la ville. Le règlement,
le plan d’urbanisme, le plan d’action ou la
présentation graphique d’un projet urbain
constituent en quelque sorte la concrétisation de la position de l’urbaniste. La
participation publique peut permettre au
public de contribuer à la production de ces
positionnements sur l’avenir de la ville.
Pour permettre cette ouverture aux autres
réalités urbaines, le professionnel doit être
particulièrement attentif à l’accessibilité,

Lorsque l’urbaniste présente
un projet au public, la manière
dont les instruments et outils
de planification sont présentés
peut avoir une influence
déterminante sur l’intelligibilité,
et à terme l’acceptabilité, du
projet pour les participants. Le
jargon de l’urbaniste entraîne
scepticisme de la part du public.
pour le public, de son discours et de ses
instruments de planification. La reconnaissance de l’importance de la participation
du public implique aussi de valoriser les
produits de la participation. Le positionnement de l’urbaniste devrait être raffiné par
la reconnaissance des expériences des participants et l’apprentissage issu du débat et
de la conversation.
Lorsque l’urbaniste présente un projet
au public, la manière dont les instruments
et outils de planification sont présentés
peut avoir une influence déterminante sur
l’intelligibilité, et à terme l’acceptabilité,
du projet pour les participants. Le jargon
de l’urbaniste entraîne scepticisme de
la part du public. Qu’est-ce que le COS
(coefficient d’occupation du sol), se disent les participants lorsque ce n’est pas
spécifié dans la présentation ? Qu’est-ce

que cela signifie pour mon quartier ? Ou :
pourquoi ai-je droit ou non au référendum sur ce changement de zonage ? Des
présentations hermétiques de la part des
urbanistes excluent la contribution de
plusieurs participants. Ils encouragent de
plus l’opposition et même le cynisme, en
présentant une vision plutôt technique
de l’urbanisme qui est inaccessible aux
résidants.
Le besoin de traduction des instruments
de l’urbaniste ne concerne pas uniquement
le langage technique. L’échelle d’inter vention peut aussi poser problème. Prenons
l’exemple d’un plan d’urbanisme, document qui présente de grandes orientations
pour toute la ville. Certains citoyens vont
faire sens de ce plan à l’échelle de leur
quartier. C’est dans leur quartier qu’ils ou
qu’elles y voient les répercussions les plus
directes. Les commentaires formulés à
l’échelle de leur quartier pourront être discrédités parce qu’ils ne sont pas formulés à
la bonne échelle de pertinence³. L’inverse
se produit aussi parfois. Un projet est
présenté sans référence à son intégration
dans les quartiers environnants ou sans
référence à une logique métropolitaine.
Des résidants des quartiers environnants
ou des acteurs de la société civile qui œuvrent à l’échelle métropolitaine pourront
être exclus par la position localiste adoptée
par les urbanistes. Bien que l’urbaniste
doive à un moment se positionner sur une
échelle d’intervention, l’ouverture durant
le débat public à toutes les échelles de pertinence m’apparaît cruciale. Sans cela, la
reconnaissance sociale des participants est
compromise.
En plus de la reconnaissance sociale
des participants, un objectif des processus
de participation publique est de créer un
apprentissage à travers le débat⁴ : toutes les
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La valorisation des produits du débat peut
inclure une évaluation plus globale de
certains éléments, des modifications précises de projets urbains ou une incitation à
davantage de discussions avec les acteurs
concernés.
Dans ce texte, j’ai voulu discuter de
cette position ambiguë des urbanistes
entre ouverture et prise de position. La
tension entre ces deux idéaux du planificateur ne m’apparaît pas bénigne : elle est
au cœur de notre travail et de sa légitimité
démocratique. J’ai suggéré deux éléments
qui permettent d’atténuer cette tension. Le
premier est de prendre comme point de
départ notre propre subjectivité vis-à-vis
de la ville, même en tant que professionnel.
Cela incite à une ouverture vers le public.
Le deuxième est de valoriser les résultats
de la participation et du débat. La prise
de position de l’urbaniste est ensuite plus
soutenue et légitime. Elle est aussi moins
fixe dans ses détails, mais plus affirmative
sur les éléments qui font consensus. N
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informations pertinentes sont mises sur la
table, les défis et difficultés sont identifiés,
des conflits, mais aussi des compromis
et des engagements, peuvent se clarifier.
Au-delà de l’impact direct sur le projet, les
chercheurs font ressortir les effets escomptés
à long terme : des relations et réseaux entre
acteurs, un approfondissement des enjeux,
des engagements sur certaines thématiques.
On espère que le débat public sur un projet
urbain serve au prochain.
C’est dans ce potentiel d’apprentissage
que les urbanistes peuvent aussi contribuer.
Si le débat (qui peut déborder des arènes
formelles de participation publique et se
continuer dans les médias) leur permet
de raffiner leur propre position sur le
développement de la ville, ce raffinement
doit être mis à profit lors prochain projet
urbain. Par exemple, si le stationnement
automobile s’avère un enjeu débattu dans
chaque grand projet, c’est possiblement
qu’une réflexion d’ensemble et une modification de la réglementation s’imposent.
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SUMMARY We are witnessing an inflated production of knowledge, which is resulting in increased specialization. The mass of
available information and the growing specificity of knowledge
reduce communication across disciplines and professions. Adding
to the fragmentation of knowledge is the influence of post-modernism and the associated loss of common points of reference. The
role of integrative professions, such as planning, has become especially important, but also particularly difficult, in this fragmented
context. This article relates the present compartmentalized
context to the history of planning. It also explores the information
planners require in order to assume an integrative role and foster
the profound changes in urban development called for by the
Smart Growth movement. Planners need to think as Renaissance
people in a fragmented knowledge and professional environment.

RENAISSANCE
THINKERS FOR A
FRAGMENTED WORLD
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RÉSUMÉ Nous assistons à une rapide croissance des différents
champs de connaissance, causant une spécialisation progressive du
savoir. La croissance des connaissances ainsi que les spécificités des
savoirs appartenant à différents domaines, perturbent la communication entre différentes professions et disciplines. La fragmentation
du savoir est aussi le fait de la montée du post-modernisme et de la
perte de points de référence qu’elle entraîne. Dans ce contexte, le
rôle intégrateur de l’urbanisme est de plus en plus important, bien
qu’il soit confronté à des difficultés grandissantes. Cet article situe
la présente période, caractérisée par un savoir fragmentaire, dans
une perspective historique. Il se penche aussi sur les connaissances
que les urbanistes doivent posséder afin de pouvoir promouvoir
l’intégration des savoirs et favoriser l’avènement d’une forme
urbaine qui soit plus environnementale.

BY PIERRE FILION

I

n this article, I explore how knowledge has evolved to its
present compartmentalized state and examine the information
planners need in order to carry out the integrative mission of their
discipline. I look at tendencies affecting knowledge in general and
particularly at their repercussions on planning.
PLANNING AND THE EVOLUTION
OF KNOWLEDGE

From the early to the mid-20th century,
governments and corporations began relying on the growing proficiency of social
sciences. As numerous organizations
drew on social sciences to improve their

efficiency, widespread organizational reliance on these approaches reverberated
across society. Public relations, publicity,
scientific management, industrial psychology, the pursuit of war and countless
other applications became the objects of
scientific methods as organizations themselves and their impact on society were

transformed. By adopting these methods,
organizations not only sought to enhance
their efficiency, but equally to benefit from
the immense prestige then associated with
science. Science was indeed perceived
as a superior form of knowledge; hence
publicity’s repeated presentation of consumer goods as ‘scientifically improved’.¹
Planning did not escape the influence
of instrumental scientific knowledge. In
the two or three decades following World
War II, a time of accelerated economic
growth and large-scale urban transformation, planning turned to scientific methods
to formulate and justify extensive urban
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become increasingly specialized, because of the
exponential growth of all forms of scientific literature. Whatever the progression of science, the
capacity to absorb knowledge remains limited by
the size of the human brain and the length of the
day. The other phenomenon is the growing difficulty to reach across disciplines as they
evolve their own paradigms, methods, lexicons and cultures. There is
another confounding factor: the lost
of common points of reference characteristic of the post-modern era.⁶,⁷
As it has become difficult to agree
over the validity of different forms
of knowledge, one view is now just
as legitimate as another. Knowledge has taken a kaleidoscopic
dimension. At present, debates can
generally only be settled through
protracted negotiations, reliance
on the courts or raw political
or economic power. Meanwhile,
multiple constituencies often
feel left out because they are
under the impression that
their views are not given fair
consideration by the decisionmaking process.
To illustrate the effect of
these transitions on planning,
let’s picture a typical public
meeting taking place over
the rational-comprehensive,
the participatory and the postmodern periods. In the first
case, experts would have introduced
proposals and their supportive studies to a
public, which, while often opposed to the
consequences of these proposals, would
have been in awe of experts and their science. The dynamics of the participatory era
meeting would have taken an opposite direction. An agitated public would have rejected
proposals, irrespective of the scientific
claims of their background studies, and
demanded to be involved in the formulation
of alternatives. Finally, the situation is different in the contemporary planning meeting
where the expert-public dichotomy has given
way to multiple points of reference. There is
no obvious yardstick to establish the superiority of any side of the debate, whether it is the
outcome of planning processes or the contradictory views of different publics and interest
groups (environmental, heritage, alternative
transportation, housing organizations, for
example).⁸
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interventions. In those days, marked by the dominance of the rational-comprehensive model, planners
were revered for their apparently scientific approach
to urban problems. We used this approach to sanction
urban renewal and large-scale suburban development,
while our engineer colleagues relied on elaborate
mathematical models to devise and validate
highway networks.²
The adverse consequences of scientifically sanctioned interventions
undermined confidence in experts,
whatever the field. At a societal scale,
experts were criticized for shortcircuiting democracy, aligning
themselves with dominant interests
and overlooking the environmental
consequences of their projects. Far
from being a side show, urban protest
was at the very centre of this challenge, with planners being obvious
targets.³ Were planners not responsible, after all, for interventions
that damaged the environment,
uprooted countless households
and destroyed traditional urban
amenities? Jane Jacobs’ message
still reverberates loudly.
After epic battles, planning
became more sensitive to input
from the public. The participatory credo, according to which
the public knows best and its volitions deserve to be
accommodated, prevailed for a
while.⁴ Views from the public on
planning matters became legitimate knowledge for planners, thus challenging the
erstwhile supremacy of scientific models
within planning processes. Planning practice
and output were profoundly transformed by the
participatory turn, which moderated planning’s
enthusiasm for urban redevelopment.
All of this takes us to the present situation
characterized by an ever growing compartmentalization of knowledge. Already in the 1970s,
the German philosopher Jürgen Habermas
noted this advancing situation. He observed
that scientists from one discipline no longer
had time to read the research literature from
other disciplines and had, in any event, lost the
capacity to understand research from other fields
of study due to deepening scientific specialization. He concluded that scientists had to rely on
mass media to remain informed of broad scientific
achievements.⁵ This observation highlights two
phenomena, more relevant today than they
were 35 years ago. One is the necessity to

The need to rethink the low-density, automobile-oriented and functionally
segregated urban models that have guided development over the last 65 years
makes the integrative contribution of planning all the more important.
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Different aspects of society are affected
by the fragmentation of knowledge. Think
of the medical field where future doctors
opt for specialties rather than family medicine, and the ensuing problems for the
delivery of medical services. As suggested
by the medical example, tasks across
society become increasingly segmented,
largely because of inflation in the amount
of specialized knowledge that is required.⁹
By definition, planning is an integrative
profession, concerned with the functioning
of systems in their entirety, rather than
with the optimization of their sub-systems,
the object of specialized professions and
disciplines. Sub-system optimization at
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the expense of the system as a whole is
illustrated by the deleterious consequences
major improvements in car-oriented transportation networks over the 1950s, 1960s
and 1970s have had on the health of the
city: decline of downtowns, increasing
amounts of urban space given to the car,
less walking and street life….¹⁰ In its efforts
to assure that sub-systems contribute to
the well-being of systems as a whole, planning must coordinate the actions of the
different professions and disciplines with
an impact on the form the environment
takes. The role of planning thus becomes
increasingly important and demanding as
the fragmentation of knowledge progresses,

SOCIETAL TENDENCY SCANNING
Need to be aware of emerging demographic, economic,
political, cultural, lifestyle tendencies to adapt planning
interventions and visions.
SPECIFICIC
INTEGRATIVE KNOWLEDGE
Need to have some understanding of the
disciplines interacting with planning, their paradigms,
lexicon, models, methods, potential and limitations.
SPECIALIZED
PLANNING KNOWLEDGE
Social planning, neighbourhood planning,
transportation planning, strategic planning. . .

CORE PLANNING
KNOWLEDGE:
History of planning, planning
theory, legal framework,
organization of action processes,
procedures. Defines planning as a
discipline and includes an
integrative dimension, especially
as regards planning theory,
organization of action,
processes, procedures.

Figure 1: Categories of Knowledge Relevant to the Integrative Role of Planning

with, as we will see, major implications on
what planners must know.
The need to rethink the low-density,
automobile-oriented and functionally segregated urban models that have guided
development over the last 65 years makes
the integrative contribution of planning all
the more important. It is incumbent on our
profession to coordinate the actions of
numerous actors to achieve the required,
Smart Growth inspired, urban transition.
To this end, planning needs to generate
visions of alternative urban forms capable
of addressing today’s issues. To be sure, we
are not devoid of such visions, one only
need think of New Urbanism. The problem
with current visions is that they tend to
hark back to features of the pre-wwii city,
perhaps insufficiently heeding the profound changes in values and life styles that
have occurred since.
WHAT PLANNERS NEED TO KNOW

What knowledge should planners possess
in order live up to this challenge? Moving
from core to more peripheral planning
knowledge, four categories emerge (see
Figure 1). The first category pertains to
core planning knowledge, that is, knowledge that defines the profession and is
shared by all its members. Core knowledge
comprises the history of planning, its
theories and planning legal frameworks,
along with planning processes and procedures. There is a clear integrative
dimension to core knowledge, especially in
the case of planning theory, processes and
procedures, which emphasize ways of
including within planning decision-making different categories of actors as well as
their views and respective knowledge.¹¹
The specialized knowledge category reflects
the fact that planning operates in the
present time and that, despite its integrative aspirations, has itself become
segmented into different branches. There
are many sub-fields in planning, each with
its own knowledge base: social planning,
neighbourhood planning, transportation
planning, urban design, strategic planning,
etc. Contrary to core knowledge, specialized knowledge is not shared by all
planners, only those operating within relevant areas of specialization.
The two last categories purport to make
planning more integrative and capable of

informed professionals on trends affecting society.

1.

2.

3.

generating and implementing transformative visions. Category Three, specific
integrative knowledge, pertains to the
coordinating role of planning and the
attendant need for planners to interface
with a wide range of professions and disciplines. Without having to become experts
in all these disciplines, planners do require
some awareness of the paradigms, lexicons,
models, methods and limitations of the
numerous fields of knowledge with which
they interface.¹² Finally, for our interventions to be consistent with prevailing
demographic, economic, political, and cultural and lifestyle trends, we must keep
informed of emerging societal tendencies.
We are thus expected to read widely on different aspects of society and, thereby, avoid
fixating narrowly on perspectives offered
by the non-fiction bestseller of the
moment.¹³ As planners we should read voraciously and as omnivores. Given the
integrative nature of our profession, we
should be among the best informed professionals on trends affecting society. The
present need to come up with new forms of
development, which are environmentally
benign and enhance quality of life while

being economically and politically palatable, makes a broad awareness of societal
trends all the more relevant.¹⁴,¹⁵
The main message of this article is that
planning is facing a tall order: integrating
different fields of knowledge in a world
where disciplines are becoming narrower
and more hermetic. To pursue our integrative role, we are expected to join a
shrinking breed of Renaissance thinkers in
a world where knowledge is increasingly
compartmentalized. As planners we are
assisted in our integrative role by the core
knowledge of our discipline, but also by a
measure of awareness of the numerous
disciplines with which we interact and,
perhaps above all, by keeping our finger on
the pulse of major societal trends. N
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Given the integrative nature of our profession, we should be among the best
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As planners we should read voraciously and as omnivores.

3

BOOKS
ON
PLANNING
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that influenced me as a planner? Let me
pick one for each stage of a planner’s life.
Mine started with Jane Jacobs, and how
could it not? I was of the age, and The
Death and Life of Great American Cities
was the book of the times. It was a righteous critique of another generation’s
planners: how clear were their errors, how
misguided their intentions, how craven
their methods. It was a call to arms to end
a generation of urban maltreatment, a book
right up there on the front shelf with
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, which
started the contemporary environmental
movement, and Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique, which opened a whole new
way women were to live in the world. All
three were published within a couple of
years at the start of the 1960s; all became
part of the collective text for a generation
with an influence that carries to this day.
All by utterly original American women,
which is probably why I married one,
despite being raised a million miles from a
great American city. Even in the heart of
the English countryside it was clear that
something was happening and I had to
find out what it was.
What did Jacobs tell planners to do?
Ensure a mix of uses, pump up the density,
keep blocks short, blend the new with the
old, foster local business, promote life on
the street, forget about the car, leave good
things alone: a simple and enduring cat-

BY JOE BERRIDGE

echism for an urban passion. Death and
Life became, perhaps still is, the closest
thing we have to a bible of contemporary
planning. Though an odd bible for a profession to choose, because Jane Jacobs was
profoundly suspicious of expertise, contemptuous of professionals. She relied on
observation and anecdote, not theory; a
book trusting in street wisdom rather than
the sophistication of academics and civil
servants. Most of all she told planners to
get out of the way, a view that sat easily
within the dominant world view of all of
us then at university, adding to the suspicion of elites, disdain for the governing
class and distrust of top-down structures
that formed the post-Vietnam baby boom
consensus.
Using it as a guide for city planning in
real time was another matter, though
initially all went well. In my first years as a
planner Jane Jacobs ruled in Toronto: successive mayors paid her court, an intrusive
expressway was stopped, and a great housing development, St. Lawrence, was built
with her guidance. The book was much
quoted: subsequent books came, and went,
with increasing speed. And then a perhaps
inevitable estrangement grew between her
and City Hall, along with the strange transformation of her text into a justification of
hostility to any major urban initiative. The
radical transmuted to the reactionary as
the local concern always trumped the larger view. Jacobs’ urban vision was

inherently grounded in the neighbourhood; it provided no basis for larger-scale
intervention. And even at that neighbourhood scale it seemed to support an
impossible circularity. If what exists is
good, why would you change it? Who
needed planners?
So not surprisingly as my generation of
planners and city builders moved into the
stage of life where we wanted, and were
able, to do something about our cities we
found another guide: Robert Caro’s The
Power Broker. This biography of Jacobs’
arch nemesis, Robert Moses, was published
in 1974 as a gang of us in Toronto City Hall
were beginning to understand just what it
took to get something actually built. What
was extraordinary about Caro’s account of
the master city builder of post-war New
York was the fine detailing of the ways
Robert Moses manipulated political power
and public finance, the prerequisites for
any major urban undertaking. The book is
a remarkable achievement since Caro was
barely sympathetic to his subject. For good
reason; Moses was a monomaniac and a
bully whose many great parks, regeneration schemes and transportation projects
only barely tilt the balance against the
urban renewal and expressway manias
that blighted his later years. The debate
carries on to this day and the lines are still
drawn—there have been at least three
exhibitions of his life and work in the past
few years. Caro’s book became a kind of

attract others from afar.
It is a profoundly important and educational book for any planner, since it places
planning in its proper role in the life of a
city, as a valuable, useful, contributory but
not causative foundation for city building.
Cities make their own history, but not
entirely as they please. Just as we discover
in our own lives.
Peter Hall is not only an inspired urban
observer and omniscient academic but also
someone who has been a practicing planner at the highest levels in the UK. He
wrote this masterpiece at the end of his
career, knowing that very little comes from
telling people what to do but that much is
possible for those who grasp just how a
city really works. Yet as a planner he sees
cities with the same eyes we do and with
the same marvel at just what extraordinary
human creations they are—and why there
is no end to the pleasure and fascination of
working in and on them. N
JOE BERRIDGE, FCIP, RPP, is a part-

ner with Urban Strategies Inc, a leading
Canadian and international planning practice, who has worked on large-scale urban
development projects across the country, in
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He can be reached at: jberridge@
urbanstrategies.com
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sense for any planner who has been
around, a sense that what we do may not
have that great an effect, that there are
other, more powerful forces at work. What
book can give direction for such doubts?
I am a sailor, mostly in the placid waters
of Lake Ontario. But this summer I ventured far out into the Atlantic off the coasts
of England and France. When you leave
those shores behind, with their confused
patterns of concatenating waves, you
notice you are in the grip of much longer,
slower swells. Huge waves, mountainous
crests a hundred metres apart, generated
by some violent storm on the other side of
the ocean. Peter Hall’s Cities in Civilization
is quite simply the best guide to understanding how cities work, why they thrive
and fail, over those long waves of history.
Published in 1998, it is a compendious volume that analyzes every leading world city
from classical Athens to contemporary San
Jose in Silicon Valley, attempting to explain
what chemistry, what combination of
technological breakthrough, immigrant
arrival, geopolitics and good government
led to their success. To presumptuously
summarize Hall’s thousand and more
pages of almost addictive detail: cities
flourish as new immigrants prosper when
their host city enables them to take advantage of some new technological or
economic opportunity. Or as Confucius put
it 1,500 years ago: the key to good urban
planning is to make citizens happy and
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devil’s bible, an intensely practical manual
to working the levers of urban power.
Many of us from the 1970s’ City Hall went
on in various ways to help the developer
Olympia and York build their great citychanging projects in New York, London
and elsewhere, and then watch chagrined
as the Reichmann’s over-extension let all
that financial power and political positioning drain away.
The book for the later years is harder to
find. For the past 20 years I have worked
on cities, mostly in North America and
Europe, helping them with the problems of
growth or decline. I’ve watched great
waves of economic and social change
sweep through Detroit and Manchester, St
Louis and Liverpool; witnessed the explosion of Canada’s cities into the farmland;
and seen tides of globalization raise up
Singapore and leave the mill towns of
northern England and Ohio stranded. I’ve
been helping cities develop their downtowns, their waterfronts, their cultural
attractions, their quality of life, their public
realm, their educational assets, their heritage districts, their transit systems, their
destination attractions—helping advance
all that hopeful architecture of the contemporary, competitive, creative city. Directing
their growth, managing their change,
enhancing their environment - applying
the careful constructions of planning to
the complex chaos of urban life. With a
nagging sense, perhaps the inevitable
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CIP:
TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS OF
PLANNING FOR
A BETTER WORLD
L’ICU
VINGT-ANS
D’URBANISME
POUR UN
MONDE
MEILLEUR

International networking over the past quarter
century has been just one part of CIP’s
international outreach and action—but it has

World Urban Forum and World Planners Congress,
laid the foundation for the Global Planners’ Network
(gpn)—a virtual organization which links national
planning institutes in North America and around the
world. Connecting planning institutes to multilateral
institutions like un-Habitat provides planners with the
means to develop a global knowledge base and a forum
to bring Canadian planning skills to the world stage.
International networking over the past quarter
century has been just one part of cip’s international
outreach and action – but it has been an important one.
Building partnerships and establishing credibility both
for planning as a discipline and for cip as an effective
and reliable partner. This has also made it possible
for us to be active in more than 30 countries through
partnerships, internship placements, and international
development projects.

BY/PAR
JOHN WALL
& MICHEL

DANS LA DÉCLARATION de Vancouver de 2006,
les urbanistes canadiens et leurs homologues du
monde entier se sont engagés collectivement à relever
collectivement les défis posés par l’urbanisation, la
pauvreté et les catastrophes naturelles. Cet engagement s’appuie sur la responsabilité professionnelle
et la vaste gamme d’aptitudes que les urbanistes
doivent déployer pour faire de la planète un monde
meilleur. C’est ce qui a motivé l’icu à se lancer dans le
travail international, de ses modestes débuts en 1984
jusqu’aux partenariats actuels avec le gouvernement
du Canada, onu-Habitat, des agences gouvernementales nationales à travers les Amériques et la Chine ainsi
que des associations nationales d’urbanistes aux ÉtatsUnis et à travers le Commonwealth.
Les origines de l’engagement actuel de l’icu envers
l’urbanisme international remontent à une réunion
de la Commonwealth Association of Planners (cap)
tenue en Jamaïque en 1984. Cette rencontre a finalement amené l’icu à prendre en charge les fonctions de
secrétariat de la cap-Amériques en 1988 et à participer
à une série de projets, de collaborations et de partenariats dans la région au cours des années suivantes.
La collaboration de l’icu avec la cap a démontré la
puissance du travail en commun d’institutions nationales. Des questions d’envergure mondiale comme la
migration, l’économie mondiale, la santé et la pauvreté

à travers le monde ne sont pas le propre d’une seule
organisation, mais doivent plutôt être traitées par des
partenariats formés sur mesure. La déclaration de Vancouver, signée dans le cadre du Forum urbain mondial
2006 et du Congrès mondial des urbanistes, a jeté les
bases du Global Planners’ Network (gpn), organisme qui
sert de lien entre les instituts nationaux d’urbanisme
d’Amérique du Nord et du monde entier. Mettre les
instituts d’urbanisme en rapport avec des organismes
multilatéraux comme l’onu-Habitat donne aux urbanistes les moyens d’élaborer une base de connaissances
d’envergure mondiale et crée une occasion pour les
urbanistes canadiens de s’illustrer sur la scène mondiale.
Le réseautage international observé au cours des
vingt-cinq dernières années ne représente qu’une
partie du travail et du rayonnement international de

Le réseautage international observé au cours des
vingt-cinq dernières années ne représente qu’une
partie du travail et du rayonnement international
de l’ICU, mais une partie qui s’avère importante...

FROJMOVIC

facing page, from top
to bottom: Canadian
and Guyanese planners
on a site visit in La
Parfaite-Harmonie,
Guyana; Road signs in
Lethem, Guyana; Takutu
River Bridge, connecting
Guyana and Brazil;
Pride in Gonzales:
Community-building
in Trinidad—building
street life as part of
the Pride in Gonzales
project.
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IN THE VANCOUVER Declaration of 2006,
Canadian planners and our counterparts from around
the world stood together, dedicating themselves to
taking on the challenges of urbanization, poverty, and
disasters, in a spirit of global partnership. This dedication is based on professional responsibility and on the
vast range of skills that planners deploy to make the
world a better place. This is what has motivated cip’s
international work from its modest beginnings in
1984 to our current partnerships with the Government
of Canada un-Habitat, national government agencies throughout the Americas and China, as well as
national associations of planners in the us and across
the Commonwealth.
The origin of cip’s current engagement with international planning can be found in a 1984 meeting
of the Commonwealth Association of Planners (cap)
held in Jamaica. That meeting led to cip taking on
the role of the cap-Americas Secretariat in 1988, and
participating in a series of projects, collaborations, and
partnerships within the region in the years following.
cip’s involvement with cap demonstrated the power
of national institutions working together. Global issues
like migration, the global economy, global health and
poverty are not the domain of any one organization,
but must be addressed by purpose-built partnerships.
The Vancouver Declaration, signed as part of the 2006

The international internship program for young
professional planners—WorldLink—stands out as a
true success story. Funded since 1998 by the Canadian
International Development Agency (cida), WorldLink
has placed more than 150 recent Canadian graduates
with host organizations in more than 30 countries
around the world, from Argentina to Zimbabwe.
Interns work with planning offices and development
organization hosts, often in partnership with Canadian
private as well as not-for-profit organizations managing overseas development projects This initiative has
created an important alumni network of Canadian
planners with international experience, and strengthened cip’s relationships with Canadian organizations
working on built environmental planning issues, while
making meaningful contributions to scores of planning offices and projects.

In 2010, cip signed its largest ever WorldLink agreement with cida by agreeing to place 16 interns per
year until 2013. This year’s interns are all being hosted
in the Americas, concentrated primarily in the Southern Caribbean which has always been an important
region for cip. Our Canada-Guyana Partnership for
Community Planning is underway and it focuses on
several aspects including preparing community
development plans with Canadian professionals and
their Guyanese counterparts, and supporting the
proper implementation of these plans. As the Government of Guyana has launched a major initiative on
‘low carbon development’, many of the plans and networking events include a climate change mitigation
and adaptation aspect pointing to exciting opportunities for the integration of our national and
international initiatives.
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Nos activités ne se limitent pas aux Amériques; la présence de l’ICU en Chine depuis près de dix ans a
mené à des échanges constants d’urbanistes canadiens et chinois travaillant main dans la main...
l’icu, mais une partie qui s’avère importante; elle a
mené à l’établissement de partenariats, en plus de permettre d’asseoir la crédibilité de l’urbanisme comme
profession part et de l’icu comme partenaire sérieux
et efficace. Cela nous a également permis d’intervenir
dans plus de 30 pays et d’établir des partenariats, d’envoyer des stagiaires en mission et de contribuer à des
projets de développement international.
Le programme international de stages pour jeunes
urbanistes, WorldLink, est une réussite sur toute la
ligne. Financé depuis 1998 par l’Agence canadienne
de développement international (acdi), WorldLink a

permis le placement de plus de 150 nouveaux diplômés
canadiens auprès d’organisations hôtes dans plus de 30
pays à travers le monde, de l’Argentine au Zimbabwe.
Les stagiaires sont au service de bureaux d’urbanisme
et d’organismes de développement hôtes, souvent en
association avec d’autres organisations privées et des
entreprises canadiennes à but non lucratif chargées
de piloter des projets de développement outre-mer.
Cette initiative a créé un réseau considérable d’urbanistes canadiens possédant de l’expérience sur la
scène internationale et a consolidé les rapports que
l’icu entretient avec les organisations canadiennes qui

CIP has managed one of the most successful international internship programs in Canada
and established a successful and continuing relationship with professional planners in China...
of Land and Resources, building links between Canada
and the world’s fastest urbanizing society.
Since 1984 cip has managed four multi-year
planning projects for international development in
Trinidad, El Salvador, Cuba, Grenada, Guyana, and
Suriname; cip has managed one of the most successful international internship programs in Canada and
established a successful and continuing relationship
with professional planners in China. Our capacity for
developing and managing international relationships
and projects has grown, and our global leadership in

s’intéressent aux questions d’aménagement du milieu
bâti, tout en apportant une contribution considérable à
de nombreux bureaux et projets d’urbanisme.
En 2010, l’icu a signé sa plus importante entente WorldLink avec l’acdi, acceptant de placer 16 stagiaires par
année jusqu’en 2013. Les stagiaires de cette année sont
tous déployés dans les Amériques, principalement dans
la partie sud des Caraïbes, région qui a toujours revêtu
beaucoup d’importance pour l’icu. Notre Partenariat
Canada-Guyana pour la planification communautaire
est en cours et met l’accent sur plusieurs éléments, y
compris la préparation de plans de développement communautaire par des professionnels canadiens et leurs
homologues guyanais et le soutien voulu pour assurer
la mise en œuvre correcte de ces plans. Étant donné que
le gouvernement du Guyana a lancé une vaste initiative
de « développement à faible empreinte de carbone »,
plusieurs des plans et des événements de réseautage
englobent un volet d’atténuation des changements clima-

tiques et d’adaptation à ces changements pavant la voie à
des occasions fascinantes d’intégration de nos initiatives
nationales et internationales.
Nos activités ne se limitent pas aux Amériques;
la présence de l’icu en Chine depuis près de dix ans
a mené à des échanges constants d’urbanistes canadiens et chinois travaillant main dans la main, leur
permettant de visiter les lieux de travail des autres et
de collaborer au développement de l’urbanisme professionnel en Chine. Des urbanistes canadiens en mission
en Chine ont participé à des équipes consultatives en
urbanisme et, ici au pays, ont servi de mentors et d’hôtes. David Palubeski, Fellow et ancien président de l’icu,
a joué un rôle clé dans l’élaboration de la structure de
soutien de ce projet avec le ministère des Terres et des
Ressources de Chine, créant des liens entre le Canada et
la société vivant l’urbanisation la plus rapide au monde.
Depuis 1984, l’icu a piloté quatre projets de
développement international de plusieurs années
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Since 2002, CIP
members and their
Chinese counterparts
have been sharing
knowledge on rapidly
growing cities.
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Of course, not all of our activities are in the Americas; cip is approaching the 10th anniversary of its
China Initiative, which has seen a steady exchange of
Canadian and Chinese planners working side by side,
visiting each others’ workplaces, and collaborating on
the development of professional planning in China.
Canadian planners working in China have participated
as planning advisory teams and back home as mentors and hosts. cip Fellow and Past-President David
Palubeski was instrumental in developing the supporting structure for this project with China’s Ministry

gpn and cap continues to solidify our networks and credibility at home and abroad.
Where will the next 25 years take us?
CIP’S MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS IN THE AMERICAS
HAVE INCLUDED:

C D J : IɄ ; H D BɄ 6 7 H D 6 9Ʉ ƋɄ K H 7 6 C > I B :Ʉ eɄ AƖ  J H 6 C < : H

> Latin America & Caribbean Program
for Professional Planning—Cuba, El
Salvador, Trinidad (2000–2003)
> Integrated Urban Community
Planning & Development, Trinidad
(2003–2007)
> Strengthening State and Community
Capacity for Local Area Planning,
Grenada (2006–2008)
> Canada-Guyana Partnership for
Community Planning, Guyana (2009–
2012)
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The coming years are filled with opportunities and challenges. In 2010, the

en urbanisme à Trinidad, au Salvador, à
Cuba, en Grenade, au Guyana et au Suriname. L’icu a piloté un des programmes
internationaux de stages les plus réussis au
Canada et établi des rapports soutenus et
fructueux avec des urbanistes professionnels en Chine. Notre aptitude à élaborer et
à gérer des rapports et des projets internationaux s’est développée et notre leadership
au sein du gpn et de la cap continue de
consolider nos réseaux et notre crédibilité
au pays comme à l’étranger. Jusqu’où ironsnous au cours des vingt-cinq prochaines
années?
PROJETS DE DÉVELOPPEMENT
SUR PLUSIEURS ANNÉES DE L’ICU
DANS LES AMÉRIQUES :

> Programme d’urbanisme professionnel pour l’Amérique latine et les
Caraïbes—Cuba, Salvador, Trinidad
(2000–2003)
> Développement et aménagement communautaire urbain intégré, Trinidad
(2003–2007)
> Renforcement des capacités de l’état
et des collectivités en aménagement
régional, Grenade (2006–2008)
> Partenariat Canada-Guyana d’aménagement urbain, Guyana (2009–2012)

longstanding Chairperson of the International Affairs Standing Committee,
Ron Shishido, stepped down. Ron helped
guide and inspire the growth of our international programs over the past decade.
As we bring a new generation of cip leaders into the international realm, we also
see the world is catching up with cip and
professional planners by recognizing the
interrelatedness of issues in a globalized
world. As we improve planning for climate
change in northern and Atlantic Canada,
we are also addressing the challenges of
meeting the needs of developing economies while at the same time trying to
eliminate deforestation and avoid excess
carbon emissions. In the future, cip will
expand its capacity to simultaneously
address issues at home and abroad. Members’ outpouring of support in the face of
Haiti’s disastrous earthquake in January
2010 has helped focus cip’s efforts in disaster mitigation, recovery and re-building,

Les années à venir seront remplies d’occasions et de défis. En 2010, le président
de longue date du Comité permanent
des affaires internationales de l’icu, Ron
Shishido, a quitté ses fonctions. Au cours
des dix dernières années, Ron a guidé et
inspiré la croissance de nos programmes
internationaux. Avec l’arrivée d’une nouvelle génération de dirigeants de l’icu dans
le domaine international, on peut constater
que le monde rattrape l’icu et les urbanistes professionnels et qu’il est temps de
reconnaître l’interdépendance des grandes
questions qui règne dans un contexte de
mondialisation. Pendant que nous améliorons l’urbanisme en rapport avec les
changements climatiques dans le nord du
pays et dans les provinces de l’Atlantique,
nous nous attaquons également au défi
de répondre aux besoins d’économies en
développement tout en cherchant à éviter
le déboisement et les émissions excessives
de carbone. À l’avenir, l’icu va accroître sa
capacité à s’attaquer simultanément aux
problèmes au pays et à l’étranger. La vague
de soutien des membres en réaction au
tremblement de terre qui a dévasté Haïti
en janvier 2010 a aidé l’icu à concentrer
ses efforts pour l’atténuation des dégâts en
cas de catastrophe, la reprise et la reconstruction subséquentes. Consolider ces
apprentissages représente un élément clé

and solidifying these learnings will be a
key part of moving forward internationally.
With these changes and others to come
in the future, cip’s established credibility
and growing international experience will
allow us to meet the challenge of the Vancouver Declaration. We will work diligently
to reflect the interests and priorities of our
members, with a view to making the world
a more humane, equitable and sustainable
place. N
JOHN WALL is Manager of National

and International Affairs at cip. He can be
reached at: jwall@cip-icu.ca
MICHEL FROJMOVIC, MCIP, RPP, is
Director of Acacia Consulting and Research,
and a long-standing consultant, advisor
and project manager for cip’s international
activities. He can be reached at: michel@
acaciaconsulting.ca

de la voie à suivre à l’échelle internationale.
Avec ces changements, l’icu a su forger
sa crédibilité et l’expérience internationale
acquise va nous permettre de relever le défi
décrit dans la déclaration de Vancouver.
Nous allons travailler avec diligence pour
refléter les intérêts et les priorités de nos
membres, tout en étant soucieux de faire
du monde un endroit davantage empreint
d’altruisme et d’équité sous le signe du
développement durable. N
JOHN WALL est chef des Affaires natio-

nales et internationales de l’icu. Il peut
être rejoint par courriel à l’adresse jwall@
cip-icu.ca
MICHEL FROJMOVIC, MICU, RPP,

est directeur général de la firme Acacia
Consulting & Research, en plus d’être expertconseil, conseiller et chef de projet dans le
cadre des activités internationales de l’icu.
Il peut être rejoint par courriel à l’adresse
michel@acaciaconsulting.ca

L’URBANISME
DES 50
PROCHAINES
ANNEES

the 50th anniversary of
Plan Canada, it is quite
amazing to see how the
planning profession has
changed over the years.
As students, we’ve had
exposure to planning
history through our studies, learning how
planning has evolved
from a technical and
engineering-based profession to something
DANIELLA
more activist, deliberative,
fragmented, and difficult to precisely
define. My graduating class is a wonderful
mix of social, environmental, transportation, food, water, regional, and urban
design-focused planners. Looking ahead to
the potentially significant impact of climate change, these diverse sets of skills
and specialties will hopefully serve us well
in the future.
Just as it was impossible to predict 50

EN MARGE DE LA CÉLÉBRATION du
50e anniversaire de Plan Canada, il est
étonnant de voir à quel point la profession
d’urbaniste a changé au fil des ans. En tant
qu’étudiants, nos études nous ont amenés à
prendre connaissance de l’histoire de l’urbanisme et à apprendre comment cette
profession initialement axée sur la technique et le génie a évolué vers une discipline
plus difficile à définir avec précision : plus
activiste, plus consultative et plus polyvalente. Mes confrères de classe forment une
merveilleuse mosaïque de planificateurs
intéressés par les questions sociales, l’environnement, le transport, l’alimentation,
l’eau, les régions et les villes. Face aux
répercussions potentiellement importantes
des changements climatiques, nous espérons que ces diverses sources de
compétences et de spécialités feront de
nous des acteurs utiles dans l’avenir.
Toute comme il était impossible, il y a
cinquante ans, de prédire le visage de l’urbanisme contemporain, les cinquante
prochaines années sont imprévisibles.
Cependant, en tant qu’urbanistes, nous
savons que les décisions prises aujourd’hui
auront des répercussions à long terme,
qu’elles concernent les infrastructures, les

years ago what planning
would be like today, the
next 50 years is also
unforeseeable. But as
planners, we know that
the decisions we make
today will have long-lasting repercussions;
whether those decisions
involve infrastructure
choices, land use regulations, or as a part of
visionary guidance documents.
FERGUSON
Between 2007 and 2008,
British Columbia adopted a wide range of
legislation that addressed greenhouse gas
emissions, provided for a cap-and-trade
system, and established a carbon tax. In
particular, the Green Communities Act (Bill
27) and Greenhouse Gas Targets Reduction
Act (Bill 44) set a framework for provincial
and local emissions reductions with a
50-year horizon, making half a century no
longer so far away. As a result of this legis-

règlements sur l’utilisation des terres ou
encore les politiques d’orientation future.
Entre 2007 et 2008, la Colombie-Britannique a adopté plusieurs lois relatives aux
émissions de gaz à effet de serre, établissant notamment un système de
plafonnement et d’échanges de droits
d’émission, de même qu’une taxe sur le carbone. En particulier, les lois Green
Communities Act (Bill 27) et Greenhouse
Gas Targets Reduction Act (Bill 44) ont mis
en place un encadrement sur les réductions
d’émissions locales et provinciales dans
une perspective de cinquante ans, un demisiècle n’étant plus désormais un avenir si
lointain. Avec cette législation, par rapport
aux niveaux des émissions de gaz à effet de
serre de 2007, la Colombie-Britannique a
établi des objectifs visant des réductions
des émissions de 33 pour cent pour 2020 et
de 80 pour cent pour 2050. La province
exige aussi que les districts municipaux et
régionaux établissent des objectifs de
réduction des émissions, objectifs qui
devaient être soumis à la province pour le
31 mai 2010. La législation de la ColombieBritannique a depuis lors donné lieu à une
foule d’études sur la réduction des émissions de ges, en particulier sur la réponse
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NEXT
50 YEARS
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lation, British Columbia has established
targets aimed at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 33 percent in 2020 and 80
percent in 2050 as compared to 2007 levels.
The Province also requires municipalities
and regional districts to establish emissions reduction targets, which had to be
submitted to the Province by May 31, 2010.
Overall, British Columbia’s legislation has
inspired a lot of research about approaches
to emissions reduction, particularly municipal reductions in response to the Green
Communities Act. Preliminary responses,
including my master’s project research,
indicate that communities have adopted
varying targets and responses, and there is
no reliable way of accurately predicting or
measuring emissions reductions. Further
research being conducted by students and
faculty at the University of British Columbia is exploring community responses to
emissions reduction in greater detail.
By the 100th anniversary of Plan Canada in 2060, we will have had 10 years to
evaluate the effectiveness of today’s climate legislation: did British Columbia and
its municipalities really manage to reduce

their emissions by 80 percent by 2050? Did
emissions reduction remain a priority for
communities and the province, or did we
change our focus to climate change adaptation? According to the University of New
South Wales Climate Change Research
Centre, 2050 will be an important year.
The Centre predicts that average global
emissions will have to be reduced to less
than one tonne per capita by 2050 if we
hope to stabilize average global temperature increases to a maximum of a 2°C
increase above pre-industrial temperatures.¹
A rise in the average annual global temperature by more than two degrees compared
to pre-industrial levels is widely recognized as a tipping point, after which we
may experience runaway global warming.
In other words, 50 years from now, today’s
debate about whether climate change
exists, what causes it, and whether it is better to mitigate emissions or adapt to
changes will be ancient history. By 2060
we will know if the unthinkable has
occurred, and if we will be living in a fundamentally different world.
Fifty years from now, I hope to write a

retrospective about the results of global climate change for the centennial issue of
Plan Canada. In any case the decisions that
we make today as professional planners
are sure to be evaluated in the future in the
same way that the decisions of our predecessors are being criticized or celebrated
today. As planners, we have a chance at this
point in time to be remembered by future
generations of planners as people who
made the right decisions in difficult times
and allowed the world to achieve the lowcarbon future that it needs to survive. N

des municipalités visées par le Green Communities Act. Les données préliminaires,
dont celles incluses dans mon projet de
recherche de maîtrise, indiquent que les
communautés ont adopté des objectifs et
des mesures variés et qu’il n’y a pas de
méthode fiable pour prédire ou calculer
avec précision les réductions des émissions.
Une étude approfondie, menée par les étudiants et le corps enseignant de
l’Université de la Colombie-Britannique,
explore plus en détails les mesures prises
par les collectivités.
En 2060, pour le 100e anniversaire de
Plan Canada, nous aurons eu dix années
pour évaluer l’efficacité de la législation
actuelle sur le climat. La Colombie-Britannique et ses municipalités auront-elles
vraiment réussi à réduire leurs émissions
de 80 pour cent en 2050? La réduction des
émissions sera-t-elle toujours une priorité
pour les villes et la province? Aurons-nous
modifié nos objectifs sur l’adaptation aux
changements climatiques? Selon le Centre
de recherche sur les changements climatiques de l’Université de New South Wales,
2050 sera une année importante. Le centre

de recherche prédit que les émissions
annuelles moyennes per capita de la planète devront avoir été réduites à moins
d’une tonne d’ici 2050 si nous espérons stabiliser les hausses de température
moyenne à un maximum de 2 °C au-dessus
des niveaux préindustriels¹. À l’échelle
mondiale, il est largement reconnu qu’une
hausse de la température moyenne de plus
de deux degrés par rapport aux niveaux
préindustriels constitue le point de bascule;
nous pourrions alors assister à un emballement du réchauffement planétaire.
Autrement dit, dans 50 ans, le débat actuel
à savoir si les changements climatiques
existent, ou quelles en sont les causes, ou
bien s’il est préférable de diminuer les
émissions ou de s’adapter aux changements,
sera de l’histoire ancienne. En 2060, nous
saurons si l’impensable s’est produit et si
nous sommes appelés à vivre dans un
monde radicalement différent.
Dans cinquante ans, lorsque nous célébrerons le centenaire de Plan Canada,
j’espère pouvoir faire une rétrospective au
sujet des changements climatiques. Quoi
qu’il en soit, les décisions prises

aujourd’hui par les urbanistes seront sûrement évaluées dans le futur, tout comme
aujourd’hui même les décisions de nos prédécesseurs sont critiquées ou louangées. En
tant qu’urbanistes actifs à une époque cruciale, nous avons l’occasion d’être reconnus
par les futures générations d’urbanistes
comme des gens qui ont pris les bonnes
décisions dans des moments difficiles, afin
de retreindre les émissions de carbone à un
niveau essentiel à notre survie. N

DANIELLA FERGUSSON is an M.A.
Planning Candidate at the University of
British Columbia and the National Student
Representative to the Canadian Institute of
Planners Council. She can be reached at:
daniella.fergusson@gmail.com
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PROGRAMME
DES FELLOWS
BÉNÉVOLES
POUR FORT
McMURRAY
TOM BECKER, FCIP

ation of a planning team characterized by
enthusiastic and perhaps adventurous staff
members, the majority of whom are quite
young, many having graduated within the
past two years. In addition, the rmwb has
attracted some older staff looking for new
opportunities and who are drawn by the
challenging nature of work in this region.
In many ways, these planners are truly
pioneers.
To provide some additional seasoning
to this mix of personnel, the rmwb has
capitalized on a new initiative from cip’s
College of Fellows to provide volunteer
mentoring to local planning organizations.
This special mentoring program was only
started recently, and the rmwb was first
off the mark to show an interest in participating. The Fellows volunteer their time,
but their expenses are reimbursed. cip
benefits with the “client group”, in this
case the rmwb, providing a quid pro quo
in the form of a financial contribution to
the Planning Student Trust Fund’s scholarship program. In this way the benefits are

NICHÉE DANS LES VALLÉES des
rivières Athabasca et Clearwater et située
au cœur des vastes projets d’exploitation
des sables bitumineux de l’Alberta, la communauté régionale Wood Buffalo (rmwb)
fait face à des défis exceptionnels. Avec ses
70 000 âmes, Fort McMurray est le principal centre de services desservant
l’industrie des sables bitumineux; il se
trouve à cinq heures de route d’Edmonton,
l’agglomération importante la plus rapprochée. Le développement de cette région a
été rapide au cours des dernières années,
avec une croissance annuelle de la population de plus de 8 % entre 1999 et 2006.
L’administration régionale de la communauté régionale et l’équipe d’urbanistes,
dont les locaux sont situés à Fort McMurray, couvrent un imposant territoire de
plus de 68 000 km². Pour réussir à attirer
du personnel dans cette région chaotique,
il a fallu innover et utiliser des méthodes
de recrutement particulièrement dynamiques, y compris le contact direct auprès des
facultés d’urbanisme. Des salaires concurrentiels, des allocations de subsistance
spéciales et d’autres avantages indirects ont
permis de créer une équipe de jeunes urbanistes enthousiastes, voire intrépides, dont

la plupart ont leur diplôme en poche
depuis moins de deux ans. La rmwb a également recruté des employés plus
expérimentés attirés par de nouveaux défis
et par le côté stimulant du travail dans
cette région. À plusieurs égards, ces urbanistes sont de véritables pionniers.
Afin d’ajouter un peu d’expérience à
cette équipe composite, la rmwb a choisi
de tirer profit d’une nouvelle initiative du
Collège des Fellows de l’icu visant à offrir
un mentorat bénévole à des organisations
locales d’urbanistes. Ce programme spécial
de mentorat n’a été mis sur pied que récemment et la rmwb est la première
organisation à s’y être intéressée. Les Fellows offrent leur temps gratuitement;
seules leurs dépenses leur sont remboursées. L’icu bénéficie de cet échange puisque
le « client », dans ce cas-ci la rmwb, offre
une compensation sous forme de contribution au programme de bourses pour les
étudiants en urbanisme. Ainsi, tout le
monde y trouve son compte et les employés
du client peuvent bénéficier des sages
conseils prodigués par les Fellows de l’Institut.
La rmwb a instauré un plan d’urbanisme d’envergure, dont un des éléments
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NESTLED IN THE VALLEYS of the
Athabasca and Clearwater Rivers and at
the heart of the massive projects related to
Alberta’s oil sands, the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo (rmwb) faces unique
challenges. The community of Fort
McMurray with a population of 70,000, is
the main service centre for the oil sands
industry, and is a five-hour drive from
Edmonton, the nearest major city. Development in this area has been substantial
with its population experiencing an
annual growth rate in excess of 8%
between 1999 and 2006. The regional
municipality’s administration and planning group covers a massive geographic
area of over 68,000 square kilometres and
has offices located in Fort McMurray. In
order to attract staff in a relatively buoyant
market has in recent years required innovation and aggressive recruitment (e.g.,
direct outreach to graduate planning
schools). Competitive compensation and
special living allowances as well as some
other perks have contributed to the cre-
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equitably distributed, and the participating
staff of the client group will, hopefully,
benefit from some of the sage advice of the
Fellows of the Institute.
The rmwb has a substantial planning
program in place, and one of its key initiatives relates to a program of Area Structure

Plan (asp) preparation, which involves
engagement with local residents on visioning and policies. This engagement in itself
has been hugely challenging, as the region
has faced a number of related issues in the
past few years that included extensive consultation with local communities. This has

resulted in a degree of numbness by the
public to further consultation and an attitude of “we’ve already told you what we
need, so now we want to see some action.”
After discussions between senior staff at
the rmwb and cip, it was agreed to use the
expertise of several Fellows to provide
advice and mentoring on the subject of
consultation. This would allow the Fellows
(over a two- or three-day period) to give
back to the professional community, which
is particularly useful in a situation where
obtaining seasoned staff is not always easy.
While the subject of effective community
engagement provided the impetus for discussion with the Fellows, it quickly morphed
into a broader examination of other planning and planning program issues. To
facilitate the discussion of approaches and
issues, a series of meetings/workshops
between planning team members and the
Fellows, as well as senior staff of the rmwb
took place over a two-day period and were
very well-attended. Of illustrative value
was a session where one of the rmwb planners took the Fellows through a proposed
presentation tailored for a small community. By allowing the Fellows to gain an
understanding of the purpose of the meeting and view a slide-based backgrounder,

clés est l’élaboration d’un plan directeur
qui requiert un apport des résidents locaux
quant aux orientations et aux politiques à
adopter. Cette participation s’est révélée
être un important défi en soi puisque la
région a lancé plusieurs projets connexes
ces dernières années, lesquels ont déjà
demandé de larges consultations des communautés locales. Il en résulte donc un
certain essoufflement du public envers les
consultations et un sentiment qui peut se
traduire par : « nous avons déjà dit ce que
nous voulions, maintenant, passez à l’action ».
Des échanges subséquents entre les dirigeants de la rmwb et l’icu ont permis de
conclure que quelques Fellows pourraient,
pendant deux ou trois jours, servir de mentors et de conseillers au sujet des
consultations. Cette offre de services à la
communauté professionnelle peut s’avérer
particulièrement utile dans les situations
où il est difficile de recruter du personnel
expérimenté.

Alors que le sujet de la participation de
la collectivité a servi de point de départ aux
discussions avec les Fellows, celles-ci se
sont rapidement muées en un examen plus
large d’autres enjeux d’urbanisme et de planification. Deux journées de rencontres et
d’ateliers ont été organisées afin d’échanger sur les approches et les défis. Ces
rencontres, qui ont connu une excellente
participation, réunissaient les membres de
l’équipe d’urbanistes, les Fellows et les dirigeants du rmwb. Lors d’un de ces ateliers,
un urbaniste de la rmwb a répété devant
les Fellows une présentation qu’il devait
faire le soir même dans une petite communauté. Cette répétition avec support visuel
a permis aux Fellows de mieux comprendre le but de la séance et d’en saisir le
contexte; ils ont ainsi été à même de faire
des suggestions constructives pour enrichir
cette présentation. Cela a permis notamment de clarifier le contexte général dans
lequel se situait l’étude pour le plan directeur, qui pouvait à prime abord paraître

nébuleux pour le public visé. Un retour sur
la séance, le lendemain, a permis de confirmer l’utilité de la répétition avec les
Fellows; elle avait conduit à un peaufinage
de la présentation et résulté en une
meilleure compréhension par le public du
contenu présenté. Le fait de voir si rapidement le résultat des actions posées a
clairement démontré la valeur de ce type
de mentorat informel, et ce pour tous les
intervenants concernés.
Le plan d’urbanisme général de la
rmwb est très ambitieux, sans compter que
s’y greffent d’autres plans d’urbanisme mis
de l’avant par la province de l’Alberta; il en
résulte donc de nombreux projets de mobilisation que le public finit par trouver
écrasants. Chose certaine, lorsque les urbanistes demandent au public d’exprimer ses
vues au sujet des préoccupations et des
besoins locaux, les priorités exprimées
visent la plupart du temps des enjeux
immédiats, dont certains peuvent être
réglés par le biais de projets d’urbanisme.

Syncrude’s operations north of Fort McMurray.

Fellows are able to bring their experience
and insight to problems identified by their
“customers” and both parties benefit from
discussions, exchanges of ideas and
debates on alternative solutions. Based on
our experience with rmwb it is particularly
advantageous to approach issues while
changes can still be considered. This process complemented by further review and
debate after new approaches have been
tried and are available for evaluation as to
their success or failure. This allows both
parties to monitor the effectiveness of solutions and provides opportunities for
further recommendations or to tweak ideas
to better suit the needs of those being mentored. For the Fellows the reward is in
aiding agencies and personnel with whom
there may not have been previous contact,
remembering that it is never too late to
adopt new ideas and try different
approaches. To sum up, both parties learn
and benefit – as such, the mentoring program serves as a true partnership! N

Toutefois, certains enjeux concernent des
améliorations aux infrastructures et doivent être référés à d’autres ministères,
agences ou autorités gouvernementales. La
compréhension par le public du rôle de l’urbaniste est souvent vague, ce qui crée de la
confusion et de la frustration, surtout
quand les problèmes ne peuvent être résolus immédiatement. La communication,
des programmes structurés et efficaces et
des objectifs clairement définis deviennent
essentiels pour que l’urbaniste ait une
bonne compréhension de son rôle professionnel. L’urbaniste doit aussi savoir mettre
l’accent sur les priorités, être capable de
concrétiser les plans, et créer et mettre en
œuvre des programmes et des initiatives
qui peuvent être fonctionnels dans un laps
de temps assez court. Ces exigences sont
déjà grandes dans une situation idéale,
mais elles deviennent colossales dans un
environnement dominé par une monoindustrie, auprès de populations peu
stables et quand les effectifs locaux,

quoiqu’enthousiastes, ont un taux de renouvellement élevé et sont relativement
inexpérimentés.
Le programme de mentorat bénévole
créé par les Fellows offre une chance exceptionnelle aux mentors et aux bénéficiaires
d’acquérir de nouvelles connaissances,
d’élargir leurs horizons et d’apprendre de
leurs positions mutuelles. Grâce à leur
expérience et à leur intuition, les Fellows
contribuent à résoudre les problèmes qui
leur sont soumis et chacun tire avantage
des discussions, des échanges d’idées et de
l’examen des solutions proposées. Notre
expérience avec la rmwb nous apprend
qu’il est particulièrement avantageux
d’examiner les enjeux quand des solutions
de rechange peuvent encore être envisagées; une fois que de nouvelles approches
ont été tentées et que l’on peut en évaluer
les chances de succès ou d’échec, elles peuvent être améliorées par un examen et des
discussions plus poussés. Cette façon de
faire permet aux deux parties d’évaluer l’ef-

ficacité des solutions apportées et de faire
d’autres recommandations afin d’ajuster les
idées aux besoins exprimés. Les Fellows y
gagnent en aidant des organisations et des
personnes avec lesquelles ils n’avaient
jamais travaillé précédemment et, très souvent, en profitent pour acquérir de
nouvelles idées et tenter de nouvelles
approches. En conclusion, nous pouvons
affirmer que le programme de mentorat est
un réel partenariat, puisque les deux parties apprennent et en tirent des bénéfices! N
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infrastructure improvements, and need to
be referred to other departments, agencies,
or government authorities. The public’s
understanding of the planner’s role in society is often minimal, often leading to
confusion and frustration, because problems cannot always be readily resolved.
Good communication, strong and effective
program development, and clarity of purpose become crucial in the planner’s
understanding of his or her professional
role. It also demands a strong focus by the
planner on priorities, the ability to deliver,
and the ability to create and implement
programs and initiatives that can be effective within a relatively tight time frame.
These are tall orders at the best of times,
but become even more challenging in
places that are dominated by one major
industry, a population that is generally
transient, and a local staff that have suffered substantial turnover and are
enthusiastic but relatively inexperienced.
The volunteer mentoring program initiated by the College of Fellows offers a
wonderful opportunity for both the mentors and the recipients of the mentoring
program to gain new knowledge, to
expand horizons and to learn from each
others challenges and opportunities. The
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constructive suggestions could be made to
enhance that evening’s rmwb staff presentation. This was especially true in relation
to the overall context in which the asp
study was proposed although this might
not be immediately apparent to the
intended public. A debriefing session with
the planner on the following day confirmed the value of the earlier dry run with
the Fellows; it enabled a tweaking of the
presentation resulting in a better understanding by the public, of the material that
was presented. This ability to see actions
and results almost immediately, plainly
demonstrated the value of the relatively
informal mentoring session to all concerned.
The overall planning program for rmwb
is highly ambitious and is complemented
with other planning programs initiated by
the Province of Alberta. This leads to numerous engagement initiatives which the
public finds overwhelming at times. It is
clear that when planners do request the
public to express their views on local needs
and concerns that much of the public’s
attention is focused on immediate issues,
some of which can be accommodated
within planning initiatives. Others however, are more typically associated with
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I MUST SAY it’s a great pleasure and an

supportive infrastructure on the ecosystem? And finally, are these houses built
honour to be part of this 50th anniversary
well enough to stand up (literally) over the
issue. Such a cast of planning luminaries!
long haul? I think not.
As a planning academic (and practitioner),
The big question is this: why do we perI’m expected to think deep thoughts and
petuate this pattern of land use, urban
produce the occasional decent idea—someform, and building design in our cities and
thing that could add value to planning
communities? If we know better, then why
practice. That means I have to ponder and
do we persist with this model?
reflect on issues of the day. (This often
My sense is that too many developers
involves endlessly pacing back and forth
and builders hide behind the convenient
and tapping my teeth with a pencil—you
explanation (excuse?) that they must be
get the idea.)
“market responsive”. They claim that they
For this opinion piece, I’ve decided to
are building what the market seeks. That’s
chat about what I perceive as the tension
certainly true—it’s a business, after all—
that exists between the short-term perspecbut one has to wonder. It
tive of many developers
seems to me that the
and builders, and the
“market” is changing
longer-range view that
quickly, given the demoplanners, at least in the
graphic and economic
public sector, should hold.
trends noted above. Are
Let me give you an
our developer colleagues
example. I’ve been thinkreally on top of these
ing about what’s going to
trends? Do they care
happen with the suburbs
about the long-term susof today in 20, 30 or 40
tainability of these
years from now. We’re
communities and cities?
still building large
For that matter, are pubhouses—4 bedrooms,
lic sector planners any
2500+ square feet, etc.—
better? They approve
in too many new
MARK SEASONS
these projects, after all.
subdivisions across the
Here’s what I’ve been wondering: are
country. How smart is this? Consider
planners really any good at making the
demographic trends in most parts of the
necessary connections between and among
country. Last time I checked, the average
economic, demographic, social and
national birth rate was about 1.5 live births
environmental trends, and urban form?
per fertile woman. Family units (indeed,
How can we reconcile this tension between
their definition) are changing rapidly and
so are their shelter needs. The population is short-term and long-term planning? Who’s
connecting the dots? Who’s thinking longaging, and older people will soon be in the
term and comprehensively? What happens
majority. Migration and immigration figif we can’t figure this out and change? N
ures seem to be holding steady. However,
immigrants (and domestic migrants) tend
to settle in several large metropolitan
MARK SEASONS, PHD, FCIP, RPP, is
regions; most of the rest of the country has
an associate professor with the School of
not benefited from significant rates of
Planning at the University of Waterloo. He’s
immigration/migration. Add in a variety of also interim Dean for the Faculty of Environlifestyle preferences, with increasing prefment at Waterloo. He is a Fellow, Canadian
erence to live and work in the inner city,
Institute of Planners, and a Registered
and things become quite complicated.
Professional Planner (oppi). Mark’s educaWho exactly is going to live in these big
tion includes the MEDes (Planning) from the
houses in the future? Are they designed for University of Calgary, and a PhD (Regional
an aging population? Do we really need
Planning) from the University of Waterloo.
that much housing space per capita? Who
He can be reached at: mseasons@
is going to be able to afford to live in them? uwaterloo.ca
(I doubt my kids could, and I know I’m not
alone.) How about the individual and
cumulative impacts of this housing and
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Voici Maison EQuilibriumMC, une
formidable initiative nationale pilotée
par la Société canadienne d’hypothèques
et de logement (SCHL), qui propose
aux Canadiens des habitations conçues
pour être à la fois saines, écologiques,
écoefficaces et éconergétiques tout en
pouvant produire autant d’énergie que
ce qu’elles consomment annuellement.

Maison EQuilibriumMC réunit les secteurs
privé et public dans le but de concevoir
et de construire la prochaine génération
d’habitations durables au Canada afin
d’atteindre un équilibre entre nos besoins
en matière de logement et la protection
de l’environnement.

Maison ÉcoTerraMC, Eastman (Québec)

L’idée étant de construire le genre de
maison que vous rêvez d’habiter. Pour
le genre de monde auquel vous rêvez.

9LVLWH]OHVWDQGGHOD6&+/DX&RQJUqVGHO·,&8
©&KDQJHPHQWFOLPDWLTXHFROOHFWLYLWpVXQDSSHOjO·DFWLRQª
SRXUYRXVUHQVHLJQHUVXUQRVSURGXLWVHWVHUYLFHV
Pour en savoir plus sur Maison EQuilibriumMC, visitez le www.schl.ca
et tapez le mot-clé « EQuilibrium ».
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